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PREFACE
This thesis is intended as a survey
of the structural steel industry in the
United States. There are many nublicat ions
concerning rolling mills, but there is not
much literature about the steel constructors
who fabricate the steel sections and erect
them in our buildings, bridges, dams, and
other types of construction.
The writer is grateful to those members
of the industry who so kindly replied to
the letters and questionnaires, giving her
valuable information and suggestions; and to
the American Institute of Steel Construction,
especially Mr. Ernest Adams, New England
District Engineer, for suggestions and comments.
Also, obligations, esnecially to Miss Margaret
C. Dailey for assistance in typing and proof-
reading the manuscript, are many.
Marie M. Carroll
e‘
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PART I
R E S U M E OF THE
,

RESUME OR THE INDUSTRY
In this era, the so-called Steel
Age, we seldom reflect on the great change
that have taken pla-ce during the last half
century. We no longer look with wonder at
such marvels as the radio, the aeroplane,
the skyscraper, the beautiful steel arch
bridge, the busy thoroughfare with its
continuous rush of automobiles, electric
cars and elevated trains, or the equally
busy subway beneath this congested
thoroughfare. Yet, it is true that all of
this would be impossible without the one
basic industry - the manufacture of steel.
It is rightly called the Steel Age,
for it is steel that forms the immense
,'
.
.
towers and spans of our most beautiful
bridges; it is steel that makes possible
the eighty-five-story Empire State
Building with its mooring mast 200-ft.
above; it is steel that gives us the
automobile, the subway train, the
elevated train, the radio, and aeroplane
and it is steel that builds the huge
machines and tools used in the manufac-
ture of millions of products throughout
the world.
V/hat steel is .
As steel plays such an important
part in our lives, it seems fitting to
••
dwell a few minutes on the description
of steel, how it is made, and where it
is obtained. Steel is derived from iron
ore, which is widely distributed in the
earth. Perhaps as early as 3000 years
a pro in Europe and Asia Minor, men began
to use iron. The Hebrews, Assyrians,
Phoenicians, Oreeks and Romans used it.
They smelted iron by blowing up a char-
coal fire, and wrought it by heating and
hammering.'*' This they used in the making
of weapons and implements, but it did
not change the general character of their
surroundings
.
1. K. dr, Wells "Outline of History Pas-e 80.
..
.
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Today, in the United States, iron ore
is obtained principally from two districts--
the Lake Superior district furnishing about
82$ and the Birmingham, Alabama district
furnishing about 11$. Pure iron is almost
unknown commercially . It is grayish white
in color, and soft compeired with carbon
steel. It is malleable, ductile and magnetic.
It is 7.78 times heavier than water, and in
its commercial form melts at about 1520
decrees Centigrade, or about 2770 decrees
Farenheit. The ultimate strength is approxi-
mately 28,000 pounds per square inch, and the
elastic limit about 20,000 pounds per square
inch.
Cast iron is the first state of
1. Facts & Figures, A.I.S.G. Pg. 6
..
.
{
iron after refinement from the ore.
1
When smelted the heat causes a certain
amount of carbon to combine with the
iron. Cast iron as manufactured con-
tains about 3$ carbon.
In manufacturing steel, the
silicon and phosphorous are eliminated,
and in fact, everything except carbon,
of which only a limited percentage is
p
retained .
°
There are four processes for
making steel. An old and reliable
process called cementation begins by
putting the cast iron into a puddling
furnace--a basin with flames beat-
ing over and around it. The molten
1.
"Facts & Figures 1
^
Pg 6, A.I.S.G.
2. ” Ind. & Ccm’l Geography" J.R. Smith
Pg. 362.
.
metal is then stirred with a rake. The
iron, when all the coarse carbon is
removed, becomes tough and malleable.
Then the iron is cut into one-pound
pieces and packed in air-tight boxes with
charcoal, where it is kept red hot for a
few days. In this way the right quantity
of carbon is slowly absorbed by the iron.'*'
Another process is called the Bessemer
Process. By this process twenty tons of
steel are made in a few minutes by blowing
a current of air violently through the
molten cast iron. The oxygen in the air
unites with the carbon in the iron, and
thus burns the carbon out of the iron.
Then the proper quantity of carbon is
1. J..R. Smith "Industrial & Com’l Geography"
Pg. 362
.*
I
‘
added in the form of "spiegel-eisen"
.
By the third process, called the
Open-hearth process, a better and more
uniform steel is made than by the
Bessemer method. The molten iron is
put into a Dasm. The flames from a
gas-burning furnace beat against this
basin for eight or ten hours, when the
carbon is reduced to just the right
quantity.^ While this process takes
longer than the Bessemer process, the
steel is more uniform in physical and
chemical properties.
^
The fourth process is that by which
the steel is made by means of the
electric furnace. By this method, steel
1.
j.R. Smith "Industrial & Com'l Geography"
Bg. 362
•
-L.
’
2. facts & Figures, A. I. S. Co.
'*
.
.
of any preconceived chemical analysis
can by produced.
In all these processes, the methods
involve the treatment of molten metal,
but it has been found practicable to
refine certain grades of cast iron with-
out heating it to a melting point.
Although coke was used for fuel in
making pig iron in (Treat Britain as
early as 1735, and charcoal had been
abandoned as a fuel in 1796 in the blast
furnace, it took about a hundred years
for coke to be successfully handled in the
furnaces in this country. The first
experiment in this country was in Penn-
sylvania, but it remained in the exper-
imental sta^e until 1839, when three
.
9 .
furnaces at Lonanconing, Maryland, were
turning out about seventy tons a week of
foundry iron. Some of the reasons given
for the delay of a century in using coke
in this country were the lack of trans-
portation facilities, poor p-rade of coke
available, and the abundance of timber
for charcoal.
1
In 1849 there were no coke furnaces
in Pennsylvania, but in 1856 twenty-one
such furnaces were in operation in Penn-
sylvania, and three in Maryland. Produc-
tion reached 100,000 tons at this time.
In 1880 it increased to 2,128,255 tons,
and ten years later it was about
10,000,000 tons. In 1890 the United
States passed into first place as
§
1. Page 530 H.T.Warshow "Respr.Ind. In U.S. ,T
'.
.
•
.
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the producer of pie; iron, which place
was formerly held by G-reat Britain.
The greatest achievement in the
history of steel manufacture was the
development of the Bessemer converter.
About 1850 in England, Henry Bessemer
developed the converter that bears his
name. About the same time an American,
William Kelly of Eddyville, Kentucky,
developed an identical process, but
Bessemer's wealth made it possible for
him to absorb his American contemporary.
In 1855 patents were granted Sir Henry
Bessemer'1' for his quick method of
making steel. The first Bessemer steel
made in United States was produced at
533 "Repr. Ind . in U.S."1. H. T.Warshow Pg
t
0*
.
t .
.
*
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•
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Wyandote, Mich. ^ To the development of
the Bessemer converter is due much credit
toward the development of our country,
for without the steel rails for our rail-
roads, the rapid westward movement would
have been impossible.
In 1873 the Bethlehem Iron Company
was started at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
and in 1875 the Bd^rar Thompson Works of
the Carnegie Brothers & Company Ltd. was
put in operation at Bessemer, Pennsylvania.
At about the same time Sir Henry
Bessemer was developing his converter in
Bngland
,
William Siemens was working
there on a regenerative open-hearth
furnace, and built the first gas-burning
1. H.T.Warshow Pg. 333 "Repr. Ind . in U.S.”
..
:!-• c I at tit y.
.
:•
-
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furnace of its type in 1862. He was
granted patents on this open hearth
method of steel manufacture, and later
he combined this invention with that of
the two Martin brothers, resulting in
the Siemens-Martin furnace. Its first
anpearance was at Trenton, N. J. Works
of the N. J. Steel & Iron Go., but
basic-open-hearth steel was not
manufactured on a commercial basis until
1888, when the first product was turned
out by the Homestead Works of Carnegie,
Phipps & Go. Ltd., at Homestead, Pa.-1-
The history of the iron and steel
industry is full of important events,
but only a few of them will be mentioned
tt1. H.T Warshow Pg. 334 "Rep*':. Ind. in U
'.
__
here. From 1850 to 1860 rolling mill
machinery was greatly improved, and the
three-high roll train was introduced.
Bolls to turn out structural beams were
first used by Cooper-Hewitt & Co.,
Trenton, N. J.
,
during this period, and
the universal mill was adopted at this
time. By 1890 the United States pro-
duced 35. 2;^ of the World’s steel, and by
1895 it was independent of the rest of
the world as far as iron and steel was
concerned .
^
After the period of adjustment,
which ended about 1898, the industry was
dominated by many companies competing
keenly with each other. Many consolida-
1. E.T. War show ”Hep .Ind. of US, per 332
.. .
*
.
.
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tions took place, resulting in three
outstanding concerns in addition to
many smaller ones: the Federal Steel
Co., the Carnegie Steel Co., and the
National Steel Co.
Ilany companies desired to be self-
sufficing, that is, to own the ore mines,
the coal mines, the blast furnaces, steel
works, 8nd rolling mills. As a result,
at the beginning of the present century
the ore mines and coal mines were held
by less than a dozen concerns, all ’’striving
to cut each other's throats ?/ith cor-
responding ruinous competition and losses.
This state of affairs was relieved when
on Feb. 25, 1901 the United States Steel
1. H.T. YTarshow "Rep.Ind. of U.S 522
*.
Corporation was formed, combining two-
thirds of the country's capacity, j’rom
that time on minor adjustments and
mergers have taken place, but the U. S.
Steel Corp., has remained the leader.
In general today the steel indus-
try in this country is divided into
sections - the Pittsburgh region, where
the best grade of bituminous coal is
available, and the Birmingham region.
However, there is a recent tendency
toward movement westward, and many steel
companies have located at Lake Shore
points, such as Buffalo, Chicago, Cleve-
land, and Cary in order to escape the
heavy freight charges.
..
This country has attained a high
decree of efficiency in the industry.
Capital investments have been fixed by
reliable authorities at around
^5,000,000,000. Estimates place the
value of iron and steel and their
products at ^10 ,000 , 000 , 000 annually,
and the number of employees at 1,500,000.^
Two-thirds of the capacity of the
United States for making nig iron and steel
ingots is concentrated in the five
largest products, and four-fifths in the
ten largest. Counting it as one unit, the
U. S. Steel Corp., is the largest, in
ingot capacity, then Bethlehem Steel Co.,
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., Youngstown
ft
1. Warshow "Rep. Ind. in U.S.

Sheet & Tube Go., and the Republic Iron
& Steel Go. These five have a total
capacity of 40,548,500 s;r. tons ( inprot
)
or 66 . 1% of the 60,990,810 tons, the
country’s estimated capacity.-1-
1. Iron Trade Review 1950 pasre 386
.•
,
.
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How Steel Revolutionized the
Const ructi on Industry
In 1930 this country produced 41,320,000
gross tons of steel. According to STEEL of Jan-
uary 1, 1931, this production was absorbed as
follows
:
Building and Construction
Tons Percentage
5,106,215 17.80
Railroads 4,862,379 16.95
Aut omobiles 4,044,811 14.10
Oil, Gas, Water and Mining 2,719,489 9 . 48
Exports 1,244,998 4.34
All Other 10,708,708 37.33
The above renort shows that steel used in
the construction industry absorbed most of the
steel last year. It is with the structural
i
steel that we are chiefly interested in this
*
paper. It is almost incredible to
note the remarkable changes that have
taken place during the past fifty years
both in construction and in architecture,
due to structural steel. By citing a
brief history of the construction
industry and of architecture the writer
will try to show how the advent of
structural steel completely revolutionized
the art of building construction as well
as architectural d esign.
The construction industry includes not
only the erection of new and the alteration
of old buildings, but also the building of
railways, roads, bridges, subways, tunnels,
canals, sewers and sewage disposal works,
*
1and all such engineering projects.
It is one of the most important industries
in the United States, and as it satisfies
one of the primary wants of man - namely,
the need for shelter - it is one of the
most essential industries.
Not only does the construction
industry contribute to the material wants
of the people, but the architectural
quality of the country's structures shows
the mastery of its architects and engineers
over the principles of aesthetic design,
and also provides the people with the
opportunity to cultivate their appreciation
of art. " When the idea of beauty is com-
bined with that of use, a structure then
1. H.T.Warshow page 182^Repr. Ind. in U.S."
2 # *t »t m t» 183 ,T ” ”
'.
'
.
.
.
ranks among the works of architecture.
Architecture may be defined as "the art
which seeks to harmonize in a building
the requirements of utility and of
beauty.
Judging the conditions of the
primitive races of antiquity by the
savage peoples of our own time, they
must have required only the simplest
kinds of buildings,—a hut or house for
shelter, a place for worship, and a
stockade for defense. The material
used depended on the climatic conditions
and the type of material most easily
obtainable.
Geographically and chronologically,
1. A. D.F.Hamlin "History of Architecture Pg xxi
'-
-
*
•
.
.
.
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architecture is said to have started in
the Nile valley. ^ The Egyptians shaped
rude huts out of sun-dried bricks of
alluvial clay, and used palm-tree trunks
for lintels over the doorway and for
carrying the flat roof of stamped earth.
The pyramids, tombs, and sphinx were
constructed at this time.
The second development of architecture
took place in the Valley of the Tigris and
pEuphrates.*0 Brick was the material used
here, by the Chaldeans and Assyrians.
The Greeks produced an original type
of architecture, although they inherited
some aspects from both the Egyptians and
the Assyrians. The material used by the
Greeks was principally stone, although
wood was sometimes used.
1. A. D.E. Hamlin "History of Architecture pg xxi
2. " " " " « « XXIII
.'
•
"
*
.
.
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The Romans adopted the external
details of Greek architecture, hut
transformed it by substituting the
Etruscan arch for the Greek column
and lintel construction. ^ Their
original system of construction and
decoration spread over the civilized
world, and has never been wholly
abandoned. They developed a composite
architecture, using brick, stone and
o
concrete. Italy abounds in clay,
lime, and a volcanic product called
"pozzolana”
,
which makes good cement,
^tone was used when cement could not
be obtained. After this the art of
brick making and the secret of making
1% EUF*Hamlin "History of Architecture"
2. H.T.TTarshow page 193
**Re p # ~ nd# in U.S."
*.
.
.
» * *
. .
concrete was lost for several hundred
years.
The Dark Ages produced the Gothic
architecture. The Renaissance style
matured in Italy during the fifteenth
century, end quickly triumphed over the
Gothic style. It was extended though-
out Europe in the sixteenth century, end
was popular for two centuries.
From the time of the Romans to
about the middle of the nineteenth century,
wood, stone, and brick remained the
principel materials used. Wood was the
chief material used by the Colonists in
this country. With the architectural
ideas brought with them from England,
..
.
.
they produced the Colonial architecture.
With the Revolution came the desire on
the part of the leaders of the country
to throw off provincial dependence and
colonialism. This resulted in the
decline of the art of the Colonial
period. After this followed the
eclecticism and confusion of the nine-
teenth century, with its contributions
of new requirements and the development
of new resources. 1 Although an age
of commercialism, the artistic spirit
was never wholly crushed. 2
Although the use of cast iron and
wrought iron for building machinery goes
back many centuries, the structural use
1. H.T.Warshow "Repr. Ind. of U.3.”
2&.D.F.HAMLIN "HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE”
..
. •
.
•
of iron was confined to anchors, rods
for masonry work, nails, and bolts.
The first important construction, where
iron was the chief material used, was
a cast iron arch bridge at Colebookdale
,
England, 1779 The next fifty years
saw the establishment of the use of
cast iron and wrought iron in construc-
tion work. The rise of mining and man-
ufacturing in England, the existence of
clever engineers, and the invention of
the puddling process, all helped in soon
making iron the standard material for
bridges.
About the middle of the nineteenth
century the rolled I-beam was produced,
1. Nelson’s Encyclopedia page 434
*:
.
. a* '• l : lo
•
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and this has remained a prime factor
in building* First cast iron, and later
imported structural wrought iron was used
for columns and trusses for four or five-
story buildings. American wrought iron
sections were used in considerable
volume in 1875, and until the Bessemmer
steel was put on the market in 1884. The
production of wrought iron structural
sections was abandoned in 1894. This age
saw great progress. The rolling mills
were busy establishing their standard
shapes; and great engineers, like Roebling,
produced several large and beautiful
bridges, including the Brooklyn Bridge,
which was completed in 1884. ^ Rails were
1. H.T.Warshow page 191 "Repr. Ind. in U.3
L.H.Mill
:.
•
.
.*
. .
'
*
•'
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*
produced in large quantities at this
time, resulting in the rapid railroad
development throughout the country.
The typical business building
was eight or ten stories high. It had
cast iron or wrought iron interior col-
umns, wrought iron girders and joists,
massive masonry walls for the exterior,
andcast iron lintels at openings in
exterior walls'!'
Then came the steel-frame sky-
scraper. Three Chicago architectural
firms contributed toward tie great pro-
gress at this time. 77. L. Jenney's Home
Insurance Building at Chicago was erected
in 1383. Cast iron columns and wrought
1. H. T.’Varshow, "Representative Industries
in United States, Page 191, L.H. Mill

29 .
iron I-beams were used as far as the sixth-
floor, where Bessemer steel beams were
used - the first to be erected in any
building.
Burnham and Root also pioneered in
the advance, in erecting the Western Union
Building. In 1887 the fourteen-story
Tacoma Building was erected, Holabird and
Roche being the architects. This building
definitely established the principle of
skeleton steel-frame construction, which
means that the walls are supported by the
steel framework, and instead of carrying
the weight of the building, they are merely
curtains enclosing it. This new principle
is regarded as one of the most important
architectural contributions. When it was
applied to the Tacoma Building, it was rid-
iculed, and considered radical, but its

success soon convinced the doubtful.
Five or six more skyscrapers were
built in Chicago in the few years
following, and in 1889 the Tower Build-
ing was completed in New York*
In 1902 the Fla.tiron Building was
erected, in 1908 the Singer building, in
1909 the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Building, in 1913 the Woolworth Building, and
in 1915 the New Eqiiitable Building. These
are but a few of the New York sky-scrapers.
In 1930 the seventy-five-story Chrysler
Building was erected in New York, and at the
present time the eighty-f ivastory Empire
State Building, with its tower and mooring
mast, is under construction.
Several factors made the sky-scraper
necessary - the rapid g rowth of the population,
the concentration of business districts in
small areas, and the advancement of high land
I
, ,
.
•
•
c
,
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values. Without structural steel . and the
elevator, the sky-scraper would he impossible.
Being the strongest structural mater-
ial, a prodxict of uniform chemical composi-
tion, and possessing durability and relia-
bility, structural steel has had a g reat
influence on the construction industry and
architecture. It has not only dictated
new forms and new methods of construction,
but it has given the architect new mater-
ials and n w technical processes to work
with. The architect must adapt himself and
his work to new materials, for an original
architect is not so much creative as he is
adaptive .
^
When about 1385, it was possible to
produce, on a commercial basis, large ingots
of steel from which could be rolled structural
1. Modern Architecture cc Steel, by
Anton Buyko , Architect
,
Page 2.
'-:m - =
«
. «
.
.
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shapes, the foiling mills began to roll
these various structural shapes, and
published handbooks giving valuable
technical data in regard to the use of
structural steel for bridges and build-
ings. Some of these handbooks were even
used as college textbooks, and were
considered a most valuable contribution
to the industry.
Shortly after this time, there
developed between the rolling mill and
the buying public a new industry, composed
of structural steel fabricators or construct-
ors, who engaged in designing, fabricating
and erecting structural steel.
The increase in the demand for struct-
.'
' 9
ural steel led to a great demand for
technically trained men - structural
engineers - with the result that the
enrollment at technical schools has
steadily increased.
The actual methods of building have
changed. Instead of halving the carpenter-
builder, who performed all operations, we
now have the painter, the plasterer, the
plumber, the steel fabricator, and the
steel erector. Also, ma.ny branches of
engineering have developed, giving us
the structural engineer, the electrical
engineer, and the sanitary engii ;er.
Within the steel fa.bricators industry
at first there existed a wide range of
individualism in steel construction, resulting
«,
,
,
<
in irresponsible practices and serious
economic waste. However, a few years
ago, a committee of five leaders in the
engineering, architectural and economic
profession, appointed by Sec. Hoover,
prepared standard specifications regulating
the design, fabrication and erection of
structural steel.
The American Institute of Steel Con-
struction is an association composed of
steel fabricators throughout the country.
The purpose of this association is to im-
prove methods and eliminate waste in design,
fabrication and erection of structural steel,
to strive to obtain efficiency in production
and selling, to promote better ethics in trade
relations, and to develop new uses and broader
markets
.
.•
,
*
*
* 1 ' i <
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This organization maintains a
Research Department where extensive study is
made of such subjects as structural steel
welding and wind-bracing. A very recent
result of extensive research in this de-
partment is the new type of floor construc-
tion made of steel plates . More will be
said about this under the "Battledeck Floor"
plate
.
It is expected that in the next ten
years this industry will witness more
activity in the promotion of markets than
in any period thus far. Already architecture
is changing. There seems to be a tendency
toward buildings in which the steel frame-work
is not covered by masonry. Although this idea
is very new, it has already been used in
several structures. There are several buildings
..
,
;
in Germany in which little or no attempt
has been made to cover the steel frame-
work. While this type of construction may
seem freakish to some of us, nevertheless,
it is becoming universal, and while it may
be modified somewhat, there are some out-
standing features which will no doubt remain
forever.
In the United States a splendid example
of this type of exposed steel construction
may be seen at the Worcester Pressed Steel
Company, Worcester, Massachusetts. This
company has built a large garage and five-
story office building in which the walls are
ma.de of steel plate instead of masonry. The
structural steel columns are not concealed,
and the large head rivets, as well as being
useful, are also ornamental. These outstand-
ing buildings, with the steel walls
,
steel sash,
5< *ri 0 W '
«
<
• 1
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glass, wrought iron scrolls, are evidences
of a new step in architectural progress.
Another attractive building is
that which the A.O. Smith Corporation
built for their research and engineering
department. Some of the new features are
the built-up steel wall columns in which
the electric wiring and ventilating ducts
are carried, the "battledeck" plate floors,
and the movable partitions. On this
building, welding in shop and field
erection was used.
These two examples give an idea
of the modern trend in building construction.
New ideas in a rchitecture are being advanced
voy rapidly, and it is impossible to foretell
just what will be required for buildings
erected five or tenyears hence.
1
Steel, Jan. 1, 1931, Page 245

It is prophesied that soon build-
ings will be constructed v/ithout windows in
some localities. A windowless building is
now being erected for the Simond Saw & Steel
Company at Fitchburg, Massachusetts. New
developments inartificial ventilating and
lighting systems may cause the abandonment
of the windows being used for their original
purpose.
The steel frame house seems to be
gaining favor. Although the first house of
this character was built in New York state
in 1907, the idea has not been widely accepted
until very recently. Mich valuable pioneering
has been done, and now steel houses may be
found in the better residential sections of
X 2
*
t
1
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many of our cities. The majority of these
houses seem to be built in the $15,000
to $50,000 class here, while in European
countries four and five-room cottages of
steel have been built for workingmen's
families. Here, houses costing from
$5,000 to $15,000 represent an almost
untouched market for steel construction.
It is expeded that when home building
emerges from the present depression, the
steel frame house will be popular, especially
if more attention is given to the smaller
houses. it is also expected that when
the purchasing power of the agricultural
belt is restored, steel for farm buildings
will be used more extensive^.
1* Steel Jan. 1, 1931, Page 245
t«
«
•'
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As in most every other industry,
the members of the steol fabricating in-
dustry are always interested in new and
improved methods of fabricating. When the
industry was in its infancy, much of the
work was done by hand, but today, as a
result of scientific research, almost
every operation is performed by machinery.
There are the mighty cranes, which carry
the hcav3 r strctural pieces from place to
place, the hydraulic punches, which cut
through a dozen pieces of steel at a time,
the riveting machines, the welding outfits,
the cutting torches, and the large drilling
machines, besides the numerous other machines
and tools which lower the cost of production
quite materially.
In regard to joining, at first bolts
were used, but soon the use of rivets for

connections became the usual practice.
Since 1925 a great many welded joints have
been used instead of riveted joints. In
welding, a metallic rod is melted away by
an electric arc, and a fillet is deposited
between the two surfaces to be connected,,
in the process the two surfaces being fused
and welded together. This method is noise-
less as compared with riveting.
Both electric and oxyacetylene process
have been widely used during the past year.
A real engineering feat of the year is the
completion of the nineteen-story shop and
field welded office building of the Dallas
Power & Light Company, at Dallas, Texas, a
structure containing about 1200 tons of steel,
of which all but three girders were welded.
The great proliem now is to acquaint the con-
1< j y 7 a
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struction engineers and architects with
the advantages and limitations of structural
welding!
1. Steel Jan* 1, 1931, Page 281
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PART II
M ARKETING
0 F
STRUCTURAL STEEL

In 1930 the United States produced forty-
four per cent of the steel produced in the
world. As shown in the preceding chapter, the
construction industry absorbed most of this
steel. In fact, bookings for structural steel
for 1930 established an average vfc ich is
thirteen per cent higher than the past ten-year
average. This is especially significant,
because during the past year there was a
drastic reduction in the volume of building
construction.
Some of the reasons advanced for the
large consumption in 1930 are the attaining
of new heights in skyscraper construction,
the introduction of battledeck flooring of
steel plates for buildings, and the increased
use of steel for exterior decorations. 1
1. Steel Jan. 1, 1931
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Dominant as this type of steel is, its
production is somewhat limited, for, of all
producers of steel, only seven are rolling
structural-material. These seven mills and
their locations are as follows:
Carnegie Steel Company (Subsidiary of the
United States Steel Corporation)
General Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Works rolling structural shapes:
Clairton Works, Clairton, Pa.
Homestead Works, Munhall, Pa.
Sharon Works, Sharon, Pa.
Upper Union Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lower Union Mills, Youngstown, Ohio.
Bethlehem Steel Company
General Office, Bethlehem, Pa.
Works rolling structural shapes:
Bethlehem Steel Mills, Bethlehem
,
Pa
Lackawanna Steel Co., Lackawanna, N.Y
Sancon Plant, South 3ethlehem, Pa.
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
Central Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Works rolling structural shapes:
Pittsburgh Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Aliquippa Works, Woodlawn, Pa.
Phoenix Iron Company
General Office, Philadelphia
,
Pa.
Works rolling structural shapes:
Phoenixville Works
,
Phoenixville
,
Pa.
-c
.
<
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Illinois Steel Co. (Subsidiary of the United
States Steel Corporation)
General Office, Chicago, 111.
7/orks rolling structural shapes:
South Works, Chicago, 111.
Union Works, Chicago, 111.
North Works, Chicago, 111.
Inland Steel Co.
General Office, Chicago, 111.
Works rolling structural shapes:
Indiana Harbor Works, Indiana.
Eastern Steel Company
General Office, New York, N.Y.
Works rolling structural shapes:
Pottsville 'Works, Pottsville, Pa
.
All of these structural steel mills will
be readily recognized as sound and reputable
business organizations whose industrial pro-
gress has placed them with the leading organiza-
tions of the country. They represent the in-
vestment of billions of dollars in buildings
and equipment
.
Their Products
The sted products usually considered as
••
*
*
structural shapes are: Angles, beams, II-
columns, channels, zees and tees.
These sections are made from steel
ingots, which, when stripped of their moulds,
are conveyed to the soaking pits. Then they
are picked up with a crane and set down into
other small pits heated by burning gas. Here
they remain until they are solidified and are
of the same temperature throughout. The
operator then raises the temperature in the
soaking pit until the steel is the right temp-
erature for rolling.
Again the crane picks up the ingot and sets
it on the mill table. The ingot races down the
table and is drawn through two great revolving
rolls, each a yard in diameter and ten feet long.
All its movements are controlled by levers oper-
ated from a station on a near-by wall. Thenthe

mill reverses, and the ingot returns, only
to dash down again between other rolls, growing
thinner each time. When, at last it has passed
through the finishing rolls, and ins its final
shape, it is cut into sections by three circular
saws, then cooled, and finally loaded for ship-
ment .
1
Merit s of Structural Steel
Structural steel is more uniform in quality
than any other building material. Every process
in its manufacture is supervised and safeguarded
to maintain uniform quality. It comes to the job
ready for erection, thereby saving time and labor.
It is incombustible, and reduces fire and earth-
quake hazards. It will last indefinitely, and
it is the opinion of the leading engineers that
no steel structure, which has been given the most
l.”The Story of Steel” by U.S. Steel Gorp. Page 42
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casual attention in cleaning and tainting,
has never been seriously affected by corros ion.
The strength of steel is not impaired by freez-
ing, intense heat or rain. No other building
material has such high salvage valuel It weighs
.2833 pounds per cubic inch or 490 pounds per
cubic foot. It is therefore 7.85 times heavier
than water.
All the mills roll a complete line of
standard sections, and most of them have special
sections of their own. The machinery and rolls
for producing these special sections are patented.
Standard sections are those which are made exactly
alike by every manufacturer, and whose dimensions
and chemical content are according to Steel Manu-
facturers’ Specifications of the American Standard
Association. Thus, a 9" 20.5# I-beam purchased
from the Bethlehem Steel Company would be the same
as a 9" 20.5# I-beam purchased from the Carnegie
Steel Company. Each mill has its name rolled into
1. Facts and Figures, Amer. Inst, of Steel Constr
Page 53.
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every shape, as it is made, in order to
identify it.
Bethlehem Special Shapes
Bethlehem Steel Company makes special
patented I-beams from 8” to 36”, special
girders from 8” to 36”, special H-columns
from 6” to 16”, and stanchions and joists
from 6” to 12”. The slope of the flanges of
all Bethlehem girder beams and I-beams is
8-1/3$, or 1 in 12. This makes the flange
appear to be without any internal slope,
while the standard sections have a decided
internal slope. This is considered an im-
provement over the standard sections and
provides further economies. All Bethlehem
structural shapes are open-hearth exclusively.
The 14” H-columns have been improved
,
and the

reinforced 16" H-columns will carry the
very heavy loads of modern high buildings.
Bethlehem steel joists, lighter in
weight than standard beans and also lighter
than Bethlehem beams of the sane depths, are
adapted for use in floor construction cf
buildings, such as apartment houses, hotels,
hospitals, lodging houses, tenements, private
dwellings, and also for roof construction for
all types of buildings. Bethlehem stanchions
are well adapted for use as columns or posts
in connection with Bethlehem joists in the
lighter type of steel frame buildings as
referred to above. These joists and stanchions
are produced on a universal mill in a manner
exactly similar to that used in rolling Beth-
lehem beams and H-columns, whereby all the
material including the webs and flanges is thorough
ly worked to nroduce rolled steel of the best qual-
ity throughout. They are designed and proportioned
••
.
so that all their properties are similar
to those of heavier beams and H-columns.
In all portions, the metal is of sufficient
thickness to conform to the recxuirement s of
any building code in this respect.
1
The Bethlehem Steel joists and stanchions
are new products with this company, having
been put upon the market in 1928 to compete
with the Jones & Laughlin Junior Beams.
Carnegie Sp ec ial Shanes
Carnegie Beam Sections provide a range
of beams and columns from 8" to 20” deep, and
from 5” to 16 M wide, with weights up to 305
2pounds Per foot. A new form of contour has
been adopted, whose principal characteristic
is the elimination of the internal flange slope,
the flanges being of uniform thickness through-
1. Bethlehem Steel Co. Handbook
2. Carnegie Steel Co. Handbook

out the width. This feature increases the
strength of the section, permits simpler
connections, and facilitates fabrication.
This type of beam was formerly made exclusive-
ly by the Bethlehem Steel Company, but when
their patent rights expired a few jears ago,
Carnegie also adopted this style.
Jones fc Lauphlin Junior Beams
The Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation’s
most popular special shape is the Junior beam,
which is a light-weight structural section.
This was designed primarily for use in floor
construction and as purlins and rafters in
roof construction. It has also been used to
advantage in framing various types of build ingg
including residences. The process by which it
is possible to obtain a section having the
dimensions of the J & L Junior Beams, combined
with its very light weight, is of very recent

development, and the result of advanced
engineering and mill practice. The success
and economy of this Junior Beam is based
upon simplicity of design and installation,
adaptability, durability, light weight,
rapidity of erection, low cost, and fireproof
qualities. This company also furnishes all
the necessary accessories for these Junior
Beams, including special hangers, bridging,
1
clips, and tools for fastening. As re-
ferred to above, in discussing the 3ethlehem
products, Bethlehem joists and stanchions were
recently brought onto the market to use in
competition with these J & L Junior Beams.
This action would seem to indicate the fact
that this new type of light-weight beam fills
a very definite need in the structural steel
industry.
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation also
1. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation's
advertising pamphlet.
. as I l'
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makes exclusively a 10" 8.8// light-weight
channel, which is used in stair work to great
advantage, and is very popular for this
purpose
.
Other companies make a few special
sections, hut they are not as well-known as
the sections enumerated above. Improvements
in shapes by some of the companies, in the
last few years, are the results of pains-taking
research. Some examples are the new Junior
beams, produced by the Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corporation; the new Bethlehem joists and
stanchions; the new girder-beams, which are
a decided improvement over the old sections;
and the light-weight channels mentioned
above.
Plates
Steel plates are used very extensively in
building today, especially in the re w type all-
.t
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steel buildings. Mills which furnish
steel plates are
:
American Rolling Mill Go.,
Middletown, Ohio.
Bethlehem Steel Go.
,
Bethlehem, Pa.
Central Iron & Steel Co.,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Weirton Steel Go.,
Weirton, W.Va.
Alan Wood Steel Go.,
Conshohocken, Pa.
Carnegie Steel Go.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Illinois Steel Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Go.,
Youngstown, Pa.
Granite City Steel Co.,
Granite City, 111.
Plates are rolled from slabs, which are
crude forms, smaller than ingots, rolled flat,
t .
and of any thickness desired. The red-hot
slabs are picked up by a crane from the
furnace, and taken to the plate mill, which
is simply another kind of rolling mill,
where they pass between rolls until they
are the right thickness and length. Finally
they pass through the finishing mill and are
later trimmed off with shears.
1
A new type of floor construction, made
of steel plates, has recently been announced.
It is claimed that the substitution of welded
plate and beams for heavier materials of
construction in floor panels of bridges and
buildings results in a lighter, stronger,
more rigid and more economical construction,
and increases the rentable area of one £L oor
2in every twenty. This"Battledeck Floor!? will
stand every requirement of service to which a
1. Story of Steel, U.S. Steel Corp.
2. Facts & Figures, Amer . Inst, of Steel Gonstr
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floor is subjected. As steel plate floors
have been used for the decks of ships,
where they have been subjected to severe
service, their use for buildings and
bridges is not without precedant. 1
The possibilities in the use of the
”3attledeck Floor’’ for bridges have been
investigated, with the results that the
economies and efficiencies are greater here
than for buildings.
The Market
Structural steel shapes are used in
the construction of new buildings, bridges,
towers, dams and highways, and also in
repairing or improving old construction work.
They are sometimes used as part of equipment
and as fabricating material by machinery manu-
facturers. Because of the fact that the
1. Facts & Figures, Amer
. Inst, of Steel Constr.
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largest portion is used for construction
purposes, the market for structural steel
is set by the amount of construction work
of any kind. Every prospective builder,
whether individual or large corporation, is
a potential buyer. It would seem that t; ere
are no territorial limits to the market, for
building is always taking place, and although
at times there may be very little building
in one section of the country, another
district may be doing a large volume of
building. This industry is almost free
from seasonal influences, as it is now
possible to c arry on construction work in
all parts of the country in the winter. As
there are more buildings constructed in the
large cities, there is naturally a larger
market there. The mills in the United States
are prepared for national distribution, and
for exporting.
.....
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New uses are continually being found for
structural steel, as well as for other steel
products. Manufacturers and fabricators are
becoming aware of the value of organized
effort focused on a definite object, and
are behind the movement for better conditions
1
within the industry. They are looking ft) r
new uses, and better methods for the use in
markets already established. Two of the main
purposes of the American Institute of St^el
Construction are to eliminate and correct
troubles within the industry, and to help to
develop new uses and broader markets.
It is believed by some that it is only a
matter of somebody finding new uses, by way
of new class of wares, or of steel being
substituted for something else, but such a
conception is inadequate, for sometimes it
1. Iron Age Jan. 2, 1950. C.H. Woodward
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is not a matter of having a new outlet
open up, but of steel itself being so
improved, in both character of the steel
and in the form in which it is supplied
by the mill, as to become more usable.
By increasing the tensile strength and
trustworthiness
,
it has enabled con-
sumers to use less weight of steel for
a desired result. The H-column, the
wide-flanged beam section that displaces
the previously built-up column, and the
Junior Beam, for use in light buildings,
are examples of this improvement.
The ultimate construction of resid-
ences and small buildings of steel lies in
the future. The idea of steel frames for
homes and apartments is gaining favor,
.
especially for homes selling for more
than $25,000. Many architects and "builders
are specializing on this type of construction,
and in general they are gaining friends for
steel. Homes with steel frames are de-
signed to withstand the shocks of the most
severe storms and earthquakes, and to re-
sist the ravages of fire. One of the
principal aims is to be able to cater not
only to those wishing high-priced homes,
but also to the man of moderate means.
Steel continues to replace wood in
building industries. Steel towers are
now being used for concrete pouring, and
elevator frames for building erection almost
supplant wood construction. This illustrates
. «
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the tendency to reduce fire hazards on
buildings under construction.
Much structural steel is being used
in the construction of dams and roads, and
the field in theseforms is unlimited.
Special attention is given to export
trade by the mills. India, Japan and
China furnish good markets for structural
steel. These countries are becoming
increasingly modern, and the growing
industrialism is improving the buying
power of the people.
DISTRIBUTION
Structural steel may move to the
purchasing public direct from the mill
itself; it may move from the mill through
a warehouse (jobber); it may move from the
..
'
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mill through a warehouse and steel fabricator
or constructor; or it may move from the mill
through the fabricator only. This means
that the mill sells to warehouse, steel
constructor, and purchasing public. The
warehouse sells direct to the public and
to the fabricator. Usually the mill sells
directly to the public only when a very
large order is involved. The most usual
method of distribution is from the mil}, to
the fabricator, who deals directly with the
owner or contractor, as the case may be.
rhe Mill
A mill is a manufacturer of structural
steel for construction purposes. As stated
above, steel mills are business organizations
of high calibre and efficiency. They have
the country well covered with sales offices
..
in order to aid in the distribution of
their products.
Carnegie Steel Company has district
offices in Birmingham, Boston, Buffalo,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver,
Detroit, Lew Orleans, Lew York, Philadel-
phia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, and st.P'aul,
with export representative offices at
hew York, Los Angeles, Portland, san
Francisco, and Seattle.
.oethlehem steel sompany has district
offices in Atlanta, Boston, Baltimore, Buffalo,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Houston, j-*os Angies, Dev; iork, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Portland, St.Bouis, Seattle
and San p'rancisco
,
with an export represent-
ative office at Lew York City.
Jones & Baughlin Steel corporation has
'.
. t.
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eighteen district offices distributed
throughout the country. ihe other
structural steel mills are likewise well
represented with offices in the principal
cities
.
j^ach district office, composed of
salesmen, engineers, and clerks, is in
charge of a district manager. ihere are
generally enough salesmen in this office
to cover the territory properly. xhese
salesmen have an outlined route to follow,
and have to report to the office at regular
intervals, .beads are taken from the
building reports, which are published each
day, giving the name and type of buildings,
and name and address of owner, general
contractor and fabricator, jrrom the description
of the building, the amount of steel required
can generally be determined.
Tv
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The salesmen call upon the fabrica-
tors regularly, and even if they have no
particular prospect in view, they try to
show that they are "on the job." The
position of the steel salesman is a little
different from that of a salesman of
other products. All standard sections
are the same, as explained before, and
therefore the sales appeal cannot be
based on superiority of product. If a
certain building plan specifies special
shapes, the fabricator usualy has to
furnish the special shape called for, and
this shape can only be obtained from one
mill. Therefore the salesman does not
have to use any high-pressure sales
arguments to get an order for his special
section. It is different in securing an
. J
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order for standard shapes. The salesman
mu^t have a very good personality, and
above all be a good mixer, if he wishes
to get his share of orders for standard
material, for he is continually in com-
petition with other mills makincr standard
sections.
A questionnaire was recently sent out,
in connection with a survey, to find out
about steel mill salesmen. The results of
this survey were seven definite constructive
suggestions which were mentioned in enough
responses to indicate a degree of unanimity
of opinion.
Th^se recommendations were:
1. That salesmen be given some mill exuerience
and training so that they wi 11 be better in-
formed on their product and will be in a better
..
position to work more intelligently with
the operating deportments
.
2. That salesmen s tudy the problems of
their customers more carefully and attempt to
show them the tyne of steel which will serve
them most advantageously.
3. That lavishing entertainment upon customers
and prospective customers he e lininated.
4. That salesmen refrain from prolonging
visits unnecessarily and from indulging in
gossip when the customer is busy.
5. That cn-oneration between salesmen and the
mill and shipping staffs be improved.
6. That the executives of the steel industry
give studious cons iderat ion to the recommenda-
tion of customers that the one-price policv
be adopted.
-
1-
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Each district office also has an engineer,
who calls on the architects. If a mill can get
an architect to specify some of their special
material on a job, that is as good as a sale,
for the fabricator will h^ve to furnish the
special material called for on the drawings
and snecifications . Therefore the engineer’s
position is very important. He sometimes acts
in an advisory capacity.
If, on plans and specifications, an
architect calls for a Bethlehem Beam of a
certain dimension and weight, or equal
,
the
fabricator can substitute with a beam of
another company if it is equal to the Bethlehem
beam. But in some cases, no substitution is
allowed. Thene may be several reason^ for
this: (1) the beam or shape called for may be
better fitted to the particular job, (2) the
architect nav be partial to that specific
\'
.
'
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company for personal reasons, (3) the archi-
tect may be more familiar with the handbooks
of the company, having: used them since school-
days, (4) the owner of the building: project
may be interested financially in the steel
company and demand their steel. A gnod
example of this last reason is that sub-
sidiaries of the United States Steel Corn-
oration specify emphatically on their orders
for fabricated steel (when the work involved
is too small for them to bother with) tha.t
the order is to be filled with structural steel
manufactured by the Carnegie Steel Company.
The district office makes detailed reports
to the main office every two weeks, but matters
of importance are taken up immediately. All
orders received at the district office are
forwarded to the general office, and are
•'
;
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acknowledged to the customer from there.
The mill furnishes its district offices
and also its customers with weekly rolling
schedules. They specify weeks ahead just
when the rolling of a certain size will take
place at the mill. These lists also show
the stock on hand. Thus, if a customer
wants a certain size section, by looking
at the rolling schedule, he can tell when
he may expect shipment of it.
Usually a three-months contract is made
with the large buyers, and the price is
generally at the market price prevailing at
the time the contract is made. This contra.ct
protects the buyer if the price is raised.
If a drop in the market price occurs, the
buyer gets the benefit of this too.
Up to a few years ago, all steel prices
r •' -
were quoted "Pit tsburgh base". The
Federal Trade Commission stopped this
practice a few years ago, and since then
the mills quoted flat prices which were in
reality the same thing. If a base price
were quoted, it was understood to be that
price plus the Pittsburgh rate of freight
to the district. For instance, if the
prevailing base price was $2.00, the price
at Boston would be $2,365, the $.365 being
the rate of freight from Pittsburgh to
Boston. On formal orders and acknowledge-
ments, this v/ould be stated"$2 .365 flat",
but in oral transactions, it would still be
"$2.00 base". On all shipments, freight is
allowed
.
However, beginning May 20, 1930, a new
system of rates went into effect. The
Pittsburgh rate of freight changed to $.385
Carload, and applies only to shipments out
..
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of Pittsburgh.. Prices a^e quoted Phila-
delphia del., New York del., Bo^.t^n del.,
(Jhicago base, Cleveland del., Lackawanna,
N.Y. base, Birmingham base, and Pacific
Coast c.i.f. The credit terms of all mills
are 1/5% ten days, net thirty days. The
majority demand strict adherence to their
terms
.
Warehouse s
A warehouse is a concern that carries
a well-selected stock of plain sections,
buys in suitable quantities, and re-sells
to fabricators, erectors and others, and
assumes the credit risks and such other
obligations as are common to such sales.
There are a great many warehouses throughout
the country. They have salesmen continually
calling on fabricators and large manufacturing
• •
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plants. Small users of steel depend on the
warehouse; and at times large users, when
in such a hurry for stock that they cannot
wait for mill shipment, are glad to have the
warehouse to draw on.
About ten years ago the economic need
for the steel jobber or warehouse was
seriously questioned. Very small users were
able to buy from the mills often at better
prices and with equal or better service.
About three years ago, the warehouse business
began to realize the seriousness of the situa
tion, and took steps to change it. The
changes undertaken have been radical and
far-reaching
.
The past few years proved that the
warehouse fills an important need, and is
here to stay and prosper. The jobber now
realizes that his function is more to sell
and distribute steel than to buy in anticipa-
tion of heavy demand. In 1929 more was accom
'1 -•
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plished than in any previous year in the
way of reaching an understanding with the
mills. The mills v/ere receptive of plans
that might bring about an allocation of
business on a favorable basis to all. A
system of quantity differentials was
adopted, and this gave the warehouse much
business which was previously handled by
the mills direct. Although this plan of
quantity differentials was not new, it
was never before given such support.
Another trouble which was eliminated in
1929 was that of cutting charges. Previously
jobbers cut sections to sizes specified, at
prices which incurred a financial loss. In
1929, they adopted a scale of cutting charges,
v/hich were figured on a scientific basis, pro-
viding ample profit for the warehouse, and
giving the customers assurance that the prices
would be constant.
.!
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There were a number of consolidations
in the warehouse field in 1929. This re-
presented further expansions into new
fields by large companies opera-ting in
several cities.
The prices charged by warehouses are
standard. Users therefore know in advance
just v/hat they will have to pay for their
steel. Because of the fact that prices are
the same in all warehouses in a certain
district, the type of service given is a
very important factor in getting business.
Steel Fabricator or Co ns tru ctor
A steel fabricator is a concern that
maintains a shop for the fabrication of
steel for construction purposes, according
to plans and specifications, and assumes the

credit risk and other obligations common
to such sales.
There is a large number of these
plans throughout the United States. The
following list shows the number of plans
in each state. This covers only the
large plants, who are members of the
American Institute of Steel Construction.
There are also many smaller plants not
included in t .is list.
List of Fabricators
Alabama 3
Arizona 2
Arkansas 2
California 19
Colorado 5
Connecticut 1
District of Columbi
Georgia 1
Indiana 11
Illinois 17
Iowa 4
Kansas 5
Kentucky 4
Louisiana 2
Maine 1
Maryland 2
Mas sachus et t s 5
Michigan 9
Minnesota 4
Missouri 7
Hebraska 2
hew Hampshire 1
Hew Jersey 12
1 Hew York 17
Ho. Carolina 2
Ohio 21
Oklahoma 4
Oregon 1
Pennsylvania 18
Tennessee 3
Rhode Island 2
Texas 11
Vermont 1
Virginia 2
. X !c
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List of Fabricators (continued)
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
7
2
8
1
The steel constructor sells to gen-
eral contractors, manufacturers, public
utilities, and in fa,ct to anyone that wishes
to buy steel, and can pay for it. They get
most of their prospects from the daily build-
ing reports. They secure plans and specifica
tions on the jobs on which they decide to
figure, and calculate the cost of fabricating
the steel as called for, including delivery
and erection, if specified.
The general contractors generally ask
for bids from every fabricator in their
district, and in some cases there is a great
number of general contractors figuring the
same job. As a rule, each contractor uses
the lowest steel price when making up his
total figure. The successful general con-
'
tractor usually orders the steel from the
lowest bidder, hut this is not always true,
because some contractors have their favor-
ites, and can get them to meet the price of
the lowest bidder. This practice of cutting
prices is being discouraged by the American
Institute of Steel Construction.
When a contractor gets a job without
any competition, he generaHygets a few
steel prices, and uses his own discretion
in ordering the steel. The lowest steel
bidder may be so busy that he could not
ma.ke satisfactory delivery, while a high-
priced bidder may be able to maice very
prompt shipment. Also the quality of work
is sometimes a dominating factor. Some
fabricators are better equipped to handle
complicated construction than are others,
and have built up a reputation for high-c
quality workmanship.
. ).
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The salesman of a fabricating plant
should also be an engineer. A good salesman
engineer can sometimes show a general con-
tractor or architect where economies can
be made by using a different construction
than the one specified. By having their
salesmen continually calling upon the
architects and contractors in the territory,
the steel constructors keep in touch with
whatever local building is going on, and
are likely to get their share of the steel
orders.
On large projects the contract for
the steel is scmeti:rBS awarded direct to
the fabricator, without going through the
general contractor. These awards are
goie rally b ased on competitive bids, with
due regard for reputation and ability. Also,
individuals often buy small quantities of
•'u:\ (
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steel for new constriction work, or for
repairing old c cn atrue ti on w or;-: . Some-
times they do not even get competitive
prices. In most of these cases, there
is a great deal of engineering and de-
signing work to he done hy the fabricator,
before the order is finally placed.
The steel construe tors ve ry often
furnish steel for all kinds of manu&ct-
uring establishments, for various pur-
poses. Some large manuzfh c tur ing companies
ha ve engi ne e r ing d epa r tm en t s of thel r own
,
and therefore know exactly what to specify,
while others do not, and it is necessary
for the engineer of the fabricating company
to look over the proposition, snd determine
just what is needed.
A medium-sized fabricating plant
entails a large capital investment in
plant and equipment. Because of the v/ei git
.f
—
of the large sections, such plans are
usually located close to a railroad,
"because naturally the shipments arrive
from the mill by rail, and the out-going
shipments are made by rail or track.
Also an abundance of capital is
needed for financing the various jobs.
The usual terms on large contracts are:
Payments on the tenth of the month for
eighty-five per cent of t he material and
labor furnished during the previous
month, and the balance sixty days after
completion and aceptance of the job. This
means that on jobs, which extend ove r a
long period, the fabricator has considerable
capital tied up. Furthermore, some gene ml
contractors do not live up to their agreement,
and force the steel fabricator to wait a long
time for payment. In the meantime, the fabrica-
tor has had to pay for the steel because of the
•'
t
,
,
strict credit terms of the mills.
At the steel fabricators conference
in 1929
,
a code of trade practices was
drafted, in an effort to improve conditions
within the industry, and to abolish unfair
trade practices such as selling below cost,
using inferior materia}, dumping, commercial
bribery, defaming of character, checking
bids, discriminating in prices, and taking
part in re-opened bidding.
Ere c to r
An erector maybe included in the
heading of fabricators. On some jobs, the
fabricator sub-lets a contract for the erection
of the steel to an erector, who assumes the
obligations of wages and insurance. There are
some cases where an erector secures a contract
for furnishing and erecting steel, and then
sub-lets the fabricating of the steel to a
steel constructor. Also, it is quite common
.«
'
,
•
,
,
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for some general contractors to award a
separate contract for the erection of the
steel
.
ADVERTISING
Steel mills advertise in national trade
magazines, especially such magazines as Iron
Age, Steel, and Engineering Hews Record. In
some issues they have one or two-page advert-
isements featuring their products. In these
advertisements they show new sky-scrapers
under construction, in which their products
are being used. In other issues they have
only small two- inch advertisements.
The rolling schedules sent out weekly
to the customers may be considered a form of
advertisement, as well as the illustrative hand-
books which they publish. These handbooks which
are used in schools, as well as in engineering
.ih .j as Ja
offices, arc a good advertisement, "because
the student he canes familiar with them and
afterward uses than more freely when in
"bus ine ss.
Warehouses, especially tine very large
ones, advertise in the Iron Age, Steel, and
other trade papers. They feature service
and prompt shipments. Also, they issue
stock lists and illustrative catalogs.
Large fabricating companies advertise
in the national trade papers also. Some
have very effective full-page advertisements,
while other analler companies have only one-
inch advertisements. They also advertise
in local industrial pa perspii general contractors'
journals, in newspapers, and in building-code
publ ications
.
More advertising is being done now in
the structural steel industry than before, and
<«
$
J
this, together with the educational
campaign among architects, contractors
and engineering students, lias teen very
effective
f,
.
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PART HI
ITEED FOR STUDY CP CONDITIONS
Very little study has been made of the conditions
within the structural steel industry except that
which has been made by the American Institute of
Steel Construction, an association composed of
structural steel fabricators or constructors through-
out the entire United States.
The Census Bureau, of the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce, requires monthly reports from
each steel constructor, giving the tonnage of the
structural steel fabricated during the month, and
the amount of tons booked during the period. This
information is compiled and the results are tabulated
on a comparative basis and sent to each fabricator.
Also, trade magazines, such as the Iron Age
and Steel make studies at various times, as to the
amount of structural steel being used, and the
amount of anticipated building.
_.
It is only within the last ten years or so
that there has been any attempt to organize the
industry in an effort to improve conditions.
There is still room for improvement, because con-
ditions existing at the present time are far
from healthy, judging from the standpoint of good
business ethics, and are often termed "rotten"
.
The practice of "peddling bids", prevalent
in almost every branch of the building profession,
has a very dire effect on the steel constructors.
"Peddling bids” takes place in the following
mann er
:
The architect draws up plans and specifications,
and delivers them to a number of contractors with
an invitation to submit bids. The contractor in
turn examines the drawings and specifications, takes
bids from the material supply dealers and from the
sub- contractors for the various branches of the work.
2ach bidder, in an effort to get the job, will try to
..
keep the price down. As his cost will de-
pend on the bids he gets from his sub-
contractors, he usually invites a number
of sub- contractor s to bid to him, and some-
times does not inquire too closely as
to the honesty or ability of the lowest
bidders. Therefore, unless great care
is taken to include only general contrac-
tors of the highest caliber, the lowest
bid may come from a contractor who has
based his figure on the Havest sub-bids
which in turn may come from the least re-~
sponsible concerns. If such a contractor
gets the job, he will probably be able to
depress the sub-bids still further by pedd-
ling the bids of each of the sub- contractor
for the purpose of obtaining the services
of a responsible concern at the price of
..
an irresponsible one.
Two-price bidding is one of the most
pernicious practices in the structural
steel industry. The bidder offers a price
on a building, and finding that he is not
low, offers a Dover price to try to take
it away from his competitor. The ill
effect of this sort of bidding does not
end here. The next time the lower bidder,
not knowing that he was originally low,
cuts his figures in an effort to get some
work, even eliminating any profit.
Sometimes a bidder actually cuts his
own price, even when he i s the original
low bidder. He does this at the inference
of the unethical contractor that he has a
.,
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better price but will let hir.i meet it.
Some architects and contractors will
not tolerate this sort of bidding but
there are other contractors and architects
who have no business ethics and are not
the least bit concerned about the structu-
ral steel fabricator who is willing to
take a contract without making any profit
on the job.
It is believed that the structural
steel industry faces the greatest decade
in its history. Therefore if it wishes
to make the most of its opportunities, it
will have to adopt more ethical practices.
The following is an ethical pro-
gram laid out for salesmen by Mr. Charles
F. Aobott of the American Institute of

Steel Construction:
1. Replace volume sales with honest,
intelligent and agressive selling
at a profit.
2. Cne price to all without any concess-
ion or discrimination.
3. Abandon all misrepresentation.
4. Abolish all secret rebates.
5. No sales at Cost or below.
6. Eliminate all commercial bribery.
7. Maintain standards as established
by the industry avoiding any sub-
stitution or impairment of quality
or workmanship.
8. Co-operative attitude toward com-
petitors.
9. .adopt a sales policy that is fair
to all; then vigorously carry it
out
.
10. Refuse to indulge in price cutting
because of some rumor that a com-
petitor has submitted a lower price.
11. Insist that every order includes a
reasonable profit.
12. Support your trade organization to
the limit of your ability . x
There is also a need to study the in-
dustry to find out whether most of the concerns
have some sort of cost accounting system. V/hen
a concern
,
which operates a cost system, enters
a bid for work based on true costs it may be
in competition with concerns who have no
cost system. The latter, not knowing the
amount to add to cover their overhead expense,
are apt to take the work at a price which is
1. Steel - Page 258 - 1/1/31
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altogether too low, believing that a large
volume of work will keep the overhead down.
With a cost accounting system, the bidder
knows just exactly how low he can bid in
order to make a profit.
:jiother bad condition which exists in
this industry is due to the unethical prac-
tices of some of the steel mills. short
time ago a questionnaire was sent out by
the American Institute of steel Construction
in regard to steel selling. Many companies
used this questionnaire as an opportunity to
voice thdr opinions on price policies.
Among some of the comments on which there
seemed to be agreement were "one-price
policy", "simplified invoices", "stabilized
price by all mills", "one price to all fab-
ricators and users, in carload lots, regard-
less of tonnage involved".
.i ; . : > >
.
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Among the seven recommendations made as
a result of that survey was one reading "That
the executives of the steel industry give
studied consideration to the recommendation of
customers that the one-price policy be adopted”. *L
If the steel mills would maintain the market
price to all buyers, the fabricator would know
just how to figure, but when a mill lowers
its price to one fabricator, after consideration
of the existing circumstances, in order to help
him get the job, it is not fair to the other
competing fabricators. The mills should have
definite sales policies, and should demand
strict adherence to these policies.
Another condition which is frowned upon
by members of the industry, is the existence
of brokers who have no fabricating plants
whatsoever, but take contracts for furnishing
Steel - Page £o5 - 1/1/31
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and erecting the structural steel on construc-
tion projects, and sub-let the work to fab-
ricating concerns at as low prices as possible.
These brokers go into any territory they wish.
They may secure a contract for work in the East,
and sub-let the work to a fabricating concern
in the West, and vice versa. This does not
seem fair, as the concerns in a certain lo-
cality should at least receive the building
awards in that territory.
There is also a need for study of the var-
ious organizations of the concerns in the in-
dustry to find out if the most efficient
methods are employed in order to get the maxi-
mum production at the lowest cost. The prevalence
of scientific management should be considered
as well as the aggressiveness in adopting up-
to-date and efficient fabricating method s.

In a conference of the structural Steel
Fabricators of Biloxi, Mississippi, November 11,
1929, a code of practice was adopted and sub-
mitted to the Federal Trade Commissions. This
code shows some of the various troubles exist-
ing in the industry, and although it has cor-
rected some of the conditions, it has not abolish
ed all the eril practices. The code in its en-
tirety is found below:
Structural Steel Trade Practice Code
Defini t ions
The Structural Steel Industry includes any
person, firm or corporation hereinafter desig-
nated "di stricutor" engaged in manufacturing,
selling, distributing or erecting structural
steel for construction purposes.
A "distributor” is either a Mill, a Ware-
house, a Fabricator, or an Erector.
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For the purpose of these proceedings,
a Mill is a manufacturer of structural mater-
ials for construction purposes who sells to
the warehouse or fabricator.
A Warehouse is a concern that carries
a well-selected stock of plain materials,
buys in suitable quantities and resells to
Fabricator, Erectors and others and assumes
the credit risks and such other obligations
as are common to such sales.
A Fabricator is a concern that maintains
a shop for the fabrication of plain materials
for construction purposes according to plans
and specifications, and assumes the credit
risk and such other obligations as are common
to such sales.
An Erector is a concern that generally
contracts with biiyers to furnish and erect

structural steel fabricated by himself or
others and assumes the credit risk and such
other obligations as are common to such sales.
Group I
Rule 1. Material - To use material inferior
to that specified or required by
applicable governing laws, rules, and
regulations of the territory is unfair
tra.de practice.
Rule 2. Methods of manufacture and erection .
Methods not in accord with applicable
governing laws is unfair trade practice-
Rule 3. Selling Below Cost . - Sale of material
below cost for the purpose of injury ing
a competitor or to create a monopoly is
unfair.
Rule 4. Dumping . - For steel distributors to
sell their product or material below
'•
- -
v
cost or beyond their usual marketing
territory or elsewhere for the purpose
of injurying a competitor or with the
effect of lessening competition is an
unfair trade practice.
Rule 5. Comm ercial Br ibery . - The secret pay-
ment, allowance, or acceptance of
rebates, commissions, credits, discounts,
or like concessions, whether in form of
money or other valuable things, or secret
understandings to do so on terms other t
than those set forth in the contract
between parties is unfair trade practice.
Rule 6. De fame. t ion o f Character. - Dissemination
of information false or misleading rela-
tive to competitors' products, selling
prices, credit standing, ability to
perform work or labor conditions among
competitor's employees is unfair trade
practice
.
,
t
*
*
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Rule 8. Discriminat icn in Price . - Any discrimin-
ation in price "between purchasers, whether
subsidiary or otherwise, in violation of
the Clayton Act is unfair trade practice.
For any firm or corporation to aid or
abet another engaged in unfair trade
practice is in itself an unfair
practice
.
Rule 9. Proper Designs .- To recognize uneconomic
or unsafe structural designs is con-
demned by the industry. ''Proper" shall
meet requirements of g ood engineering
practice, all architectural requirements
and all local building code requirements.
Designs and drawings are to be fully
checked by designer.
Rule 10
.
Regulations of Manufacturer and Erector
In territories where no government laws
or regulations exist, standard specifica-
-
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and codes of practice of the American
Institute of Steel Construction shall
be used.
Rule 11. Lump Sum Bidding . - It is patent that
more intelligent costs can be estimated
where the character, scope and detail of
the work are clearly defined for which
reason the industry urges that bids so
far as practicable be made on a lump
sum basis from proper design; but where
such method of bidding is impracticable,
figuring the final weight in any other
way than the accepted practice of the
industry (as set forth in standard speci-
fication and code of standard practice
of the American Institute of Steel Con-
struction) unless otherwise specifically
set forth in the invitation by bidders,
is condemned by the industry.
*‘
.
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Rule 12. Misrepresentation - - Misleading
promises of delivery and performance
that cannot reasonably be fulfilled,
and misleading statements as to Mie
ability to perform the work is con-
demned by the industry.
Rule 13. Unrequested Bids .- To subvert a
custom prevailing in the trade to
submit a bid without having been re-
quested or invited to do so is con-
demned by the industry.
Rule 14. Re-opened Bidding . - It is a frequent
practice for steel distributors to sub-
mit bids to general contractors who in
turn use the lowest acceptable price in
making up their bids on the general
contract. Many general contractors,
after securing the general contract, then
reopen the bidding for the same operation,
commonly known as "shopping", which practice
lowers the standard and quality of building
construction- For steel distributors to
•
i -
•
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make bids tinder such circumstances is
condemned by the industry.
Rule 15. It is recommended to the manufacturers
of structural steel that they independ-
ently publish and observe price differ-
entials to cover the increased cost of
material sold in less than carload
quantities.
RESOLUTIONS
1* RESOLVED, that a committee of five appointed
by this conference be empowered to draft and
present to the industry for their approval
standard proposal and contract forms, and
that such committee be instructed to prepare
such forms at as early a day as practicable
after this code becomes effective, and that
the present committee on code or practice
be appointed.
2. RESOLVED, that c committee on trade practices
be created and empowered to investigate and
determine whether these resolutions are being
f -Mm
.
«
observed, to make complaints concerning
alleged violations, to co-operate with the
Federal Trade Commission and generally to
i rform such other acts as may b e reasonably
ne jessary and proper to put these resolutions
into effect, and accomplish the objects and
purpose of this conference. The American
Institute of Steel Construction is empowered
by this conference to appoint said committee.
,'
• ‘
:
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PART IV
SURVEY
0 F
EL CONSTRUCTORS
I N
ITED STATES

In making this survey, the writer
desired to get information regarding the
types of organizations prevalent among the
merabrs of the industry, the personnel
situations,
. the marketing policies, the
degree of efficiency in fabricating
methods, the financing problems, and
the most common accounting methods.
In order to get the desired informa-
tion, a circular letter Was sent to the
various structural steel fabricators
throi^ghout the country, enclosing a
que tionnaire. The responses were so
few that a follow-up letter and questionnaire
was sent. On this second letter, the replies
were more numerous.
The questionnaire used was as follows:
3
t
<
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,
,
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Questionnair e Used on Structural Steel
Industry Survey
I. What type of organization ha.ve you? Line, Staff
of functional?
Are control methods employed? Such as
Budgetary control
Material control
Production control
Labor control
Master planning, etc.
To what extent is Research carried on in
your organization?
Technical research
Personnel research
Market analysis, etc.
Do you set up scientific standard for
methods, procedures and routine?
Merchandising
Factory Operations
Lhbor
Maintenance of Standards - inspection, etc.
II. What are the Personnel activities of your
Company?
Selection, training and development of personnel.
Allocation of authority.
Effective direction, supervision and control
of personnel
Incentives
Job Analysis
Systematic preventative measures to prevent
accidents
Average number of employees- Rate of turnover.
Method of wage payment, etc.
•t
.
.
<
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Questionnaire (Continued)
III. Marketing Policies.
Do you sell direct to the consumer? What
percentage of sales?
Do you sell direct to the erector?
What percentage of sales?
Do you sell direct to contractor?
What percentage of sales?
Special marketing policies, if any
Type and amount of advertising.
Territory covered.
IV- PROGRESS IN FABRICATING METHODS:
What are your policies in regard to adopting
new methods?
What are your policies in regard to adopting
new machines and tools?
Is your equipment (machines and tools) stand-
ardized so as to permit interchangeability
and maximum usefulness consistent with
improvements in design and invention.
V. Have you any peculiar financing problems?
On large jobs, do you do your own financing,
borrow on notes, or float bonds?
VI. Accounting System.
Do you operate a cost accounting system?
What are its special features?
What advantages may be derived from this system?
How many needed to operate the. system?
Further remarks.
REMARKS
:
.• :
g
The following is a list of the companies
to whom these letters and questionnaires were
sent
:
The Ingalls Iron Works Co.
,
Birmingham, Ala.
Nashville Bridge Company, Birmingham, Ale..
Decatur Iron & Steel Co., Decatur, Ala.
Allison Steel Mfg. Co.
,
Phoenix, Arizona
Arkansas Foundry Co., Little Rock, Arkansas.
Brombacher Iron Works, Los Angeles, California.
Consolidate' Steel Cor.., Ltd., Los Angeles, Cal.
Me Cl intic -Marshall Co. of Californis, Los '.ngeles, Cal
Modern Iron Works, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal.
Pacific Iron & Steel Co., Inc. Los Angeles, Cal.
Cal if or:., a Steel Co., Inc. Oakland, Cal.
Herrick Iron Works, Oakland, Calif.
The Moore Dry Dock Co., Oakland, Cal.
Pacific Coast Engineering Co.
,
Oakland, Cal.
Palm Iron Cc Bridge Works, Sadrarnento
,
Cal.
National Iron Works, Inc. San Diego, Cal.
Standard Iron Works, San Diego, Cal.
Dyer Bros. Golden West Iron Works, Inc., San
Francisco, California.
Golden Gate Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.
Judson-Pacif ic Co., San Francisco, Cal.
McClintic-Marshall Co. of California., San Francisco, C&l
Mortenson Construction Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Schrader Iron Works, Inc., San Francisco, Cal.
Western Iron Works, San Ihancisco
,
Cal.
The E. Burkhardt & Sons Steel & Iron Works Co. Inc.,
Denver, Col rado
The Denver Steel & Iron Works Co., Denver, Colo.
The Midwest Steel & Iron Works Co., Denver, Colo.
The Midwest Steel cc Iron Works Co., Pueblo, Colod.
Power Iron Works, Inc., Pueblo, Colo.

The Berlin Construction Co
.
, Inc
. ,
Berlin, Conn.
Barber & Ross, Inc., Washington, D. C.
Austin Bros. Bridge Company, Atlanta, Ga.
A. Bolter's Sons, Chicago, 111.
Baffin Iron Co., Chicago, 111.
Federal Iron Works, Chicago, 111.
Gage Strucutral Steel Co., Chicago, 111.
McClintic-Marshall Co., Chicago, 111.
Mississippi Valley Structural Steel Co ., Chicago , 111
.
Union Foundry Works, Chicago, 111.
Vanderkloot Steel Works, Chicago, 111.
Vierling Steel 7/orks, Chicago, 111.
Wendnagel & Co., Chicago, 111.
Midland Structural Steel Co., Cicero, 111.
Mississippi Valley Structural Steel Co., Decatur, 111.
Illinois Steel Bridge Co ., Jacksonville
,
111.
A. Lucas & Sons, Peoria, 111.
Continental Bridge Co., Peotone, 111.
Michelmann Steel Construction Co., Q,uincy, 111.
Rock Island Bridge & Iron Works, Rock Island, 111.
International Steel Sc Iron Co., Evansville, Ind.
Fort Wayne Foundry Sc Machine Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Central States Bridge Sc Structural Co
., Indianapolis , Ind .
Geiger & Peters, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.
Hetherington Sc Berner, Inc., Ind.
Insley Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
Stafco Steel Company, Michigan City, Ind.
Indiana Bridge Company, Muncie, Ind.
Pan-American Bridge Company, Newcastle, Ind.
The Rochester Bridge Company, Rochester, Ind.
Vincennes Bridge Company, Vincennes, Ind.
Cli nton Bridge Y/orks, Clinton, Iowa
Des Moines Steel Company, Des Moines, Iowa
Pi ttsburgh-DesMoines Steel Co., Des Moines, Icwa
Davenport Machine & Foundry Co., Davenport, Iowa
._
111 .
The Hutchinson Foundry Sc Steel Go., Hutchinson, Kansas
Kansas City Structural Steel Go., Kansas City, Kansas
The Capital Iron Works Go., Topeka, Kansas
The Topeka Foundry & Ironworks, Topeka, Kansas
Ben Sibbitt Iron & Foundry Go., Wichita, Kansas
Grainger & Company, Louisville, Kentucky
Louisville Bridge & Iron Company, Louisville, Kentucky
The Fyne Company , Inc
. ,
Louisville, Kentucky
Snead Architectural Iron Works, Inc. Louisville ,Kentucky
Lukens Steel Company, Hew Orleans, Louisiana
The J. 3. Beaird Corporat ion, Shreveport, Louisiana
Megquier & Jones Company, Portland, Maine
Dietrich Brothers, Baltimore, Maryland
Maryland Metal Building Co., Baltimore, Maryland
Hew England Structural Company, Boston, Mass.
Boston Structural Steel Company, Cambridge, Mass.
A.O. Wilson Structural Company, Cambridge, Mass.
Haamann Steel Company, Holyoke, Mass.
Eastern Bridge & Structural Co., Worcester, Mass.
Hub Steel Co., Detroit, Mich.
F.A.Chapper Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.
Daigle Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.
Detroit Metal & Steel Works, Detroit, Mich.
Russell Steel Construction Co., Detroit, Mich.
Whitehead Sc Kales Company, Detroit, Mich.
Flint Structural Steel Co., Flint, Mich.
The Jarvis Engineering Works, Lansing, Mich.
Crovm Ironworks Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota
Minneapolis-Moline Power Implement Co
.
,Minneapoli s,Minn.
St. Paul Foundry Company, St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul Structural Steel Co., St. Paul, Minn.
St. Joseph Structural Steel Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
Atlas Iron Works, St. Louis, Mo.
Banner Iron Works, St. Louis, Mo.
Mississippi Valley Structure Steel Co ., St .Louis
,
Mo.
St. Louis Structural Steel Co
,
St .Louis, Mo.
Stupp Bros. Bridge & Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Superior Structural Steel Co., St. Louis, Mo.
.
112 .
Omaha Steel Wo rk s
,
Omaha
,
heg
.
Paxton & Vierling Iron Works, Omaha, heb
.
Lyons Iron Works, Inc., Manchester, H.H.
James E. Brooks Company, Bloomfield, IT. J.
Levering & Garrigues Co., Dunellen, IT.J.
F. G. Schaefer Iron Works, Edgewater, H.J.
H. R. Goeller Inc., Hillside, IT.J.
Hedden Iron Construction Company, Hillside, IT.J.
Albert Smith’s Sons, Irvington, IT.J.
Breen Iron Works, ITew ark, IT.J.
Calumet Iron Works, ITewark, IT.J.
Davis & Averill, Inc., ITewark, IT.J.
Charles Goeller Construction Co
.
, ITewark, IT.J.
Hay Foundry & Iron Works, ITewark, IT.J.
Paterson Bridge Company, Paterson, IT.J.
James McKinney & Son, Albany, Hew York
Buffalo Structural Steel Co., Buffalo, U.Y.
August Feine 8c Sons Co., Inc., Buffalo, IT.Y.
The Henesey-Mann Structural Co., Inc., Buffalo , IT .Y.
Kellogg Structural Steel Ch
,
Buffalo, IT.Y.
Lackawanna Steel Construction Corn., Buffalo, IT.Y.
McClintic Marshall Company, Buffalo, IT.Y.
S. McMannus Steel Construction Co., Buffalo, IT.Y.
The George A. Just Company, Long Island City, IT.Y.
national Bridge Works, Long Island City, 1T.Y
#
Genesee Bridge Company, Inc., Rochester, IT.Y.
F.H. Heughes 8c Co., Inc., Rochester, IT.Y.
Smith 8c Caffrey Company, Syracyse, IT.Y.
Syracyse Engineering Company, Inc., Syracuse, U.Y.
Union Structural, Inc., Syracyse, IT.J.
Utica Steam Engine & 3oiler Works
,
Utica, IT.Y.
Utica Structural Steel Corn., Utica, IT.Y.
Southern Engineering Company, Charlott, IT. C.
Carolina Steel & Iron Co., Greensboro, K.C.
The Bellefontaine Bridge & Steel Co., Bellefontaine ,0
.
The Brookville Bridge Co., Brookville, Ohio.

Hiner Structural Steel Co., Canton, 0.
The Macomber Steel Co., Canton, 0.
The General Iron Works Co. , Cincinnati , 0.
The Grimm Ironworks Co., Cincinnati, 0.
The L. Schreiber & Sons Co., Cincinnati, 0.
The Southern Ohio Iron Works Co.,
Cincinnati, 0.
T. B. Brooks & Co., Cleveland, 0.
The Colonial Ironworks Co., Cleveland, 0.
Kilroy Structural Steel Co., Cleveland, 0.
The national Iron & Wire Co., Cleveland, 0.
Republic Structural Iron Works , Cleveland
,
0.
The C. 3. Morris Company, Columbus, 0.
The Oregonia Bridge Co., Inc., Lebanon, 0.
The Massillon Bridge & Structural Co.,
Massillon, 0.
The Mt. Vernon Bridge Co., Mt. Vernon, 0.
The Jones Bros. Structural Steel Co.,
Ravenna, 0.
The Toledo Wire & Iron Co., Toledo, 0.
The Champion Bridge Company, 'Wilmington, 0.
Muskogee Iron Works, Inc., Muskogee, Oklahoma
J. B. Klein Iron & Foundry Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Braden Steel Corporation, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Patterson Steel Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Poole & McGonigle, Inc., Portland, Oregon.
Lehigh Structural Steel Co., Allentown, Penn.
Bethlehem Construction Co., Bethlehem, Penn.
Rogers Structural Steel Co., Corry, Penn.
Belmont Iron V/orks, Sddystone
,
Penn.
Erie Steel Construction Co., Brie, Penn.
Belmont Ironworks, Philadelphia, Penn.
S. G. Matthews & Company, Philadelphia, Penn.
Montgomery Iron & Steel Co., Philadelphia, pa.
Morris, Wheeler & Co., Inc., " "
The phoenix Bridge Company, Phoenixville, pa.
McClintic-Mar shall Company, Pittsburgh, pa.
Pittsburgh Bridge & Iron Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co., Pittsburgh, pa.
Shoemaker Bridge Co., Pottstown, Pa.
Bauman Iron V/orks, Reading, Pa.
Belmont Iron Works, PvOyersford, pa.
Anthracite Bridge Company, Scranton, Pa.
Wayne Iron Works, Wayne, pa.
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Providence Steel & Iron Co., Providence, R.I.
The James E. Tower Iron '.Yorks
,
n " ”
Converse Bridge & Steel Co. .Chattanooga, Term.
Pidge on-Thomas Iron Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Uashville Bridge Company, Ilashville, ienn.
The Petroleum Iron ’.Yorks Co., Beaumont, Texas.
Austin Brothers, Dallas, Texas.
Mosher Steel Sc Machinery Co., Dallas, Texas
21 Paso foundry Sc Machine Co., 31. Paso, Texas
Port Worth Structural Steel Co., Port Worth, Tex.
Alamo Iron .Yorks, Houston, Texas
Hartwell Iron Yorks, Houston, Texas
Houston Structural Steel Co., Houston, Texas
Orange Car & Steel Co., Orange, Texas
Alamo Iron Yorks, San Antonio, Texas
Brandt Iron 'Yorks, San Antonio, Texas
Vermont Structural Steel Corp.
,
Burlington, 7t.
Richmond Structural Steel Co., Inc., Richmond, va.
Roanoke Iron Sc Bridge Yorks, Inc., Roanoke, 7a.
Bacon Matheson Forge Co., Seattle, wash.
Hofius Steel & Equipment Co., n "
Isaacson Iron 'Yorks, " "
Pacific Car & Foundry Co., n "
Wallace Bridge Sc Structural Steel Co., Seattle, Yash.
Lidgerwood Pacific company, Tacoma, Hash.
Star Iron & Steel Co., Tacoma, Hash.
James J. Weiler & Sons, Huntington, Y. Va.
Wheeling Structural Steel Co., Wheeling, ... 7a.
Hackendahl S: Schmidt Co., Milwaukee, '.Vis,
C. Eennecke Co., Milwaukee, Yis
.
Milwaukee bridge co., Milwaukee, ’is.
Milwaukee Structural Steel co., Milwaukee, Yis.
A. F. Yagner Architectural Iron Yorks, Milwaukee, / is.
Worden-Alien ~o., Milwaukee, Yis.
Lakeside Bridge Sc Steel Co., II. Milwaukee, Yis.
'Wisconsin Bridge Sc Iron Co., w " ”
Sheridan Iron Yorks, Inc., Sheriden, Wyoming
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PART V
STATEMENT OP FINDINGS AND RESULTS
OF
CIRCULARIZING MEMBERS
OF THE
INDUSTRY
'
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As stated in the preceding chapter,
letters and questionnaires were sent to
two hundred and twelve structural steel
constructors throughout the United States.
The results of this survey may he
found in detail "below:
Eighty-one (81) replies were re-
ceived to the two hundred and twelve
letters. Of these eirrhty-one replies,
twenty-nine (29) gave no information
whatever, twelve (12) stating that they
did not h»ve time to fill out the quest-
oinnaire, six (6) stating their business
was so small that they did not believe any
information they could give would be of any
value, and eleven (11) claiming that they
were not strictly fabricators, as their
. ;
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fabricating plant was only one department
of their business.
Results
I. WHAT TYPE OF ORGANIZATION HAVE YOU?
LINE, STAFF, OR FUNCTIONAL?
Three (3) had the line type of
organization.
Eleven (ll) had the staff type.
Twelve (12) h^d the functional type.
Two (2) stated they did not know.
Twenty-four (24) did not answer
the question.
Are control methods employed,
Budgetary Control:
Eighteen (18) stated "No.”
Sixteen (16) stated "Yes."
Eighteen (18) did not answer.
Material Control:
Fourteen (14) stated "No."
Twenty (20) stated "Yes."
Eighteen (18) did not answer.
..
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Production Control:
Sixteen (16) stated '’No*"
Nineteen (19) stated "Yes."
Seventeen (17) did not answer*
Labor Control:
Fifteen (15) stated "No*"
Nineteen (19) stated "Yes,"
Eighteen (18) did not. answer.
Master Planning, etc.
Sixteen (16) stated "No."
Fifteen (15) stated "Yes,"
Twenty-one (21 ) did not answer.
To what extent is research carried
on in your organization?
Technical Research:
Twelve (12) stated "Yes."
’b y
.
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Twenty-seven (27) stated "No."
Thirteen (13) did not answer.
Personnel Research:
Nine (9) stated "Yes.”
Thirty (30) stated "No.*1
Thirteen (13) did not answer.
Market Analysis, etc.
Eleven (ll) stated ’’Yes. 1 '
Twenty-eight (28) stated "No."
Thirteen (13) did not answer*
Do you set up scientific standard for
methods, procedures and routine?
Merchandising:
Ten (10) stated "Yes."
Twenty- four (24) stated "No."
Eighteen (18) did not answer.
ft
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Factory Operations:
Twenty- two (22) stated "Yes."
Sixteen (16) stated "No.”
Fourteen (14) did not answer.
Labor:
Sixteen (16) stated "Yes."
Seventeen (17) stated "Ho,'’
Nineteen (19) did not answer.
Maintenance of standards, inspection, etc
Twenty-three (23) stated ,,Yes. ,,
Eleven (ll) stated "No."
Eighteen (18) did not answer.
WHAT ARE THE PERSONNEL ACTIVITIES OF
YOUR COMPANY?
Selection, training and development of
personnel:
Twenty-six (26) checked this item
as being part of their policy.

Allocation of authority
Twenty-six (26) checked this item.
Effective direction, supervision and con-
trol of personnels
Thirteen (13) checked this item.
Joh Analysis:
Nineteen (19) checked this item.
Incentives
:
Eighteen (18) checked this item, some
stating that bonuses were given,
while others stated tha.t good wages were
paid. Steady work and good working
conditions were also mentioned.
Systematic preventative measures to pre-
vent accidents:
Thirty-three (33) checked this item.
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Averaffe number of employees:
Three (3) stated they had 25 to 49
Ten (10) stated they had 50 to 99
Fifteen (15) stated they had 100 to 199
Four (4) stated they had 200 to 299
Five (5) stated they had 300 to 500.
Rate of Turnover:
Six (6) stated they had a very small
turnover.
One (l) had l/2 of 1%
One (l) had 2%
One (l) had 3%
One (l) had 5%
Six (6) had 10%
Two (2) had 20%
One (l) had 30%
One (l) had 50%
One (l) had 60%
.-
.
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Method of Wage Payment?
Twenty- two (22) stated they paid
on an hourly basis.
Eighteen (18) stated they paid weekly.
Pour (4) stated they paid bi-monthly.
Eight (8) stated they paid by check.
III. MARKETING POLICIES
Do you sell direct to consumer?
Forty- three (43) stated "Yes."
One (1) stated "No."
Five (5) did not answer.
The percentages of sales to consumer were:
Sixteen (16) 5% to 25^
Eight (8) 30^ to 50/£
Five (5) 55^ to 100^
Fourteen (14) did not answer.
Do you sell to erector?
Fourteen (14) stated "Yes."
..
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Twenty-nine (29) stated "No.**
Six (6) did not answer.
Percentages of sales to erector:
Two ( 2 ) had 5#
Two (2) had 10#
One (l) had 25#
Nine did not state the percentage.
Do you sell to contractor?
Forty- two (42) stated MYes. n
Three (3) stated "No."
Four (4) did not answer 0
Percentages of sales to contractor:
Three (3) stated 10# to 25#
Seven (7) slated 30# to 50#
Three (3) stated 57# to 75#
Sixteen (16) stated 75# to 100#
Thirteen (13) did not state the percentage.
Special Marketing policies, if any:
Twenty-four (24) stated they had none.
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Twenty- four did not answer.
One (l) stated that he had a
special policy of selling
through agents and
lumber dealers.
Amount of Advertising:
Seven (7) stated they did some
advertising
.
Eight (8) stated they did very
little advertising
Ten (10) stated they did none.
Fourteen (14) did not answer.
Type of advertising:
Two (2) stated they advertised
in telephone hooks and
directories
.
One (l) used stock lists for
advertising.
Five (5) advertised in local papers.
Ten (10) advertised in trade papers.
Nine (9) advertised by direct mail.
.'
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Territovy Covered:
Fifteen (15) covered West of the Miss-
issippi.
Eleven ( 11 ) covered the Middle West.
Fourteen (14) covered the East.
Three (3) covered the entire country.
Ten (10) did not answer.
IV. PROGRESS IN FABRICATING METHODS.
What are your policies in regard to
adopting new methods?
What are your policies in regard to adopting
new machines and tools?
Thirty-nine (39) claimed that they
were progressive.
Three (3) stated they were very con-
servative.
Ten (10) did not answer.
Is your equipment standardized so as to permit
interchangeability and maximum usefulness con-
sistent with improvements in design and in-
vention.
Twenty-seven stated "Yes.”
Eight (8) stated ’’No."
Seventeen (17) did not answer.
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V. HAVE YOU AUY PECULIAR FI3JAHCING PROBLEMS?
Six (6) stated "Do."
Porty-six (46) did not answer.
On large jobs, do you do your own financing?
Thirty-five (35) stated "Yes."
Seventeen (17) did not answer.
Do you borrow on notes?
Twenty (2c} stated "Yes."
Eighteen (18) stated "Ho."
Fourteen (14 ) did not answer.
Do you float bonds?
Thirty-two (32) stated "Ho."
Two (2) stated they marketed their
commercial paper.
Eighteen (18) did not answer.
'
VI. ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Do you operate a cost accounting system?
Forty-eight (48) stated "Yes."
Four (4) stated "No."
What are its special features?
Sixteen (16) stated "Job Costs."
Two (2) stated "Simplicity."
Two (2) stated "Production control."
Two (2) stated "Overhead based on
direct labor."
Two (2) stated "Overhead based on
production hours."
Two (2) stated "Departmental operat-
ing results."
Five (5) stated "Job cost control."
One (l) stated "Inventory control."
One (l) stated "Production analysis.
'-
.
.
—
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One (l) stated "Accurate costs and
monthly closing,"
One (l) stated "daily tabulation with
bi-monthly and monthly check-up.
One (l) stated'Sbandard costs."
Three (3) stated their system had no
special features.
Twenty-two (22) did not answer.
What advantages may be derived from this
system?
Twelve (12) stated "Used in future
estimating.
"
Five (5) stated "accurate cost records
on individual contracts."
Four ( 4 ) stated "Prompt reporting of
results .
"
Four ( 4 ) stated "comparison of actual
costs with estimated costs."
One (l) stated "Low costs."
One (l) stated "Enables us to let jobs
that don't pay alone."
Twenty-five (25) did not answer.

-15-
How many needed to operate the system?
Eight (8) stated "one."
Ten (10) stated "two."
Six (6) stated "three."
Three (3) stated "four."
One (l) stated "five or six."
One (l) stated "seven to ten."
.'
*
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PART VI
CONCLUSIONS
AND
DEDUCTIONS

Prevailing Conditions Within the
Industry
The survey made by the writer has
brought to light some of the conditions
prevailing within the industry as to the
types of organizations, the personnel situa-
tions, the marketing policies, the agressive-
ness in adopting new methods, the financial
policies, and the accounting systems.
Form of Organization
There are three kinds of organiza-
tions quite popular in business today - the
"line," the "staff,” and the "functional."
The "line" or "military" as it is

sometimes called, exists when all activ-
ities are handled personally by the chief.
This simplest, and in some ways best, form
of organization nermits rapidity of
decision coupled with immediate translation
into action. In early times, one nan could
be responsible for operations and had all
the authority, but as the number of men
grew, he had to appoint assistants who
were responsible for all activities of the
men immediately under him.^
The "staff" form of organization
really supplements the "line" form by having
a corps of experts attached to the com-
mander-in-chief in a purely advisory
capacity, having no authority.
1. Scientific Management in American Industry, Pg. 159
The Taylor Society, Harper & Bros. Publ.N.Y.
..
.
The "functional’’ form of organiza-
tion embodies the specialization feature
of the "staff" idea, but has the require-
ment that instead of the staff expert
remaining outside the line of authority,
he is brought back into the body of the
organization and given authority and
responsibility throughout all phases and
all operations necessitated by the
activities of the particular function. 1
As shown by the figures in the
previous chapter, more fabricating con-
cerns have the "functional" form of
organization, whereas many have the "staff"
type. Very few have the "line" type of
organization. The advantages of the
1. Scientific Management Taylor Society Pg 129

"functional” form are many, and it
would seem that most of the concerns in
this industry are enjoying the benefits
of this form.
Control Methods
In every well-organized business,
there must be established a systematic
procedure which directs the researches,
maintains standards and controls work in
process
.
A flexible budget sets standards by
which unit performances are appraised, but
the standards must be adjustable, according
to the business conditions of the period.
The survey showed that only sixteen
1. Scientific Management Taylor Society Pg 129

concerns employ budgetary control.
I.Iaterial control is employed by
twenty (20) of the companies. The
pernetual inventory system provides the
best ?/ay to maintain material control.
As each shipment of material is
received, it is added to the inventory
cards showing the stock on hand, and
when it is used up or reserved, it is
so indicated on the cards. The balance
shows the amount left on hand.
Production control consists of
three major objectives: (1) predeter-
mining what is to be done, how it is to
be done, what materials are to be used,
and when it is to be done;
..
.
. oi- ?£ ni
(2) providin'? and bringing together
at the ria-ht time the material, the
facilities and the v/orker; (5) provid-
ing whatever auxiliary assistance,
service and supervision as is essential
to the successful accomplishment of
the work.
Nineteen of the steel fabricators
stated that they employ production
control. It would seem that many others
should adont this nractice in order to
attain the highest efficiency.
Labor control includes the assign-
ment of workers to machines or work-place
and their transfer, as fluctuations occur

and the scheduling of operations or
jobs to be done in accordancewith their
relative importance. The survey shows
that nineteen companies employ labor
control.
Master planning includes the
planning in advance of all the work
that is to be done, when it is to be
done, what materials are to be used,
and what auxiliary assistance or super-
vision is necessary. Fifteen concerns
stated that they follow this practice.
itesearch
The survey shews that only a few
fabricators have specialized departments
.
en^a^ed in research. The majority of
the companies stated that they do not
enaiaere in either technical research,
personnel research or market analysis.
The research departments of any
business enterprise should be concerned
not only with the discovery or invention
of new commodities and facilities, but
also with the improvement of the present
ones
.
Although research departments are
not maintained by most of the fabricators,
it does not mean that this industry is
backward in this respect, because
extensive research is done for this
industry by the American Institute of

Steel Construction Tor the benefit of
the entire industry.
Scientific Standards
Merchandising is that co-ordinat-
in=* force that exists between the job
of selling the roods t nd that of buying
or manufacturing the roods to be sold.^
Standards are generally set in regard
to proper construction, proper varieties,
proper quantities, and the best prices.
The Majority of fabricators do not set
up these mer chand isinr standards, because
almost every job that a fabricator has
differs from the others. 2ach is a
special proposition.
1. Scientific Management in American Industry
Taylor Society
..
factory operation standards are
generally the result of extensive
research. A procedure cannot be
considered as a standard until research,
experiment and use have proved that
for the particular purpose it is superior
to other procedures. The chief standards
of a scientifically managed shop include
equipment, tools, materials, and methods.
The survey shows that the majority of
fabricating plants set standards for
factory operations. Research and use
have shown which machines are the most
efficient in the fabricating plant, which
methods of fabricating are the best, and
what materials can be used most effectively.
.
As shown on the compilation, about
the same number of concerns establish
labor standards as do not establish
them. These standards are but one phase
of the whole problem of knowing ho?/ well
the business is bein? run. The processes
of selection and placement, by tests and
otherwise, must be integrated v/ith all
the other operating standards.
Maintenance of standards through
continuous inspection of plant, equipment,
materials, processed, products and
performances is an established procedure
of scientific management. Because human
beiners vary in their ability to understand
specifications and to acquire new habits,
.-
continuous inspection and correction
of errors are essential to the establish-
ment of standards. It is gratifying to
note that so many fabricating plants
take this means of operating more
efficiently.
Personnel activities
Personnel research involves the
study in?? of the policies and procedures
of the employing organization, because
these policies and procedures are bound
to affect the attitude and conduct of the
employees. Host of the steel fabricators
are careful in selecting their employees,
and believe in training a man for a
.*
.
higher position if they believe he will
prove capable. Many unskilled laborers
shortly become expert steel-workers,
because they are generally riven a chanoe
to advance, if they show willingness and
ability
.
Results also show that authority is
placed where it produces the best results.
The giving of authority with like responsi
bility attached, tends toward efficiency.
Job analysis, as pertaining to personnel
activities is made for the purpose of
tying each operation up within a rate
wa^e which pays what that job is worth
compared with the difficulty of other work
The incentives offered by the steel
..
.
.
fabricators, including good wage s,
bonuses, steady work and good conditions,
show that the members of this industry
realize the importance of offering some
inducement to their employees to stay
with them, especially at times when
business is at its peak. Of course,
these incentives are not as necessary
during a period of depression.
Almost everyone in the industry
makes an effort to prevent accidents.
Some have safety committees meeting
regularly, some have lectures for the
employees, and others have contests among
the various department s . Most companies
are assisted by the insurance companies
,
who furnish bulletins to be conspicuously
posted
.
The results of the survey show that
most fabricators emnloy about one hundred
men, nay on an hourly basis, and have a
very small turnover. In fact some
employees work for one company during
their whole lifetime. This is a reflec-
tion on the conditions prevailing within
the organization.
marketing Policies
The marketing policies of the steel
fabricator are described in the second
chapter, but it should be mentioned here
that the statistics of the survey sho?;
.'
..
that the largest percentage of the
fabricators’ sales are to the contrac-
tors, sixteen concerns statin^ that seventy-
five nercent to one hundred oercent of
their sales are to contractors. Very little
advertising is done by the fabricator,
and most of that is done in trade papers.
A little direct nail advertising is also
dons
.
Progress in fabricating Uethods
The survey shows that most of the
fabricators are progressive in their
willingness to adopt new methods, machines
and tools. This is a very good indication,
for every business enterprise should
..
.
.
- \l
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always be searching for nev; and better
ways to do things. New machinery should
be adopted if it is shown that it is
more efficient than the present machinery
and will warrant the expenditure by
lowering the cost of production. As one
fabricator stated, much information about
improved methods and tools can be obtained
from salesmen. Some business men spend
very little time talking with salesmen,
and n-et rid of them as quickly as they
can, while other men are more courteous
and often learn considerable about new
products, machinery and methods. Results
show that most fabricators have their
equipment standardized so as to permit
*ir-
.
r—
interchangeability and maximum useful-
ness consistent with improvements in
desirn and invention. This is another
factor which should be considered in the
efficient operation of a plant.
financing Problems
Most of the steel fabricators do
their own financing, the survey shov/s
.
Also, quite a number borrow from banks
on their own notes. As a rule, when
business is at its peak, more capital
is needed to finance lsrfre jobs, because
the fabricator has to pay for this stock
nd labor almost immediately, while he
does not receive his reimbursement for
several months At this time therefore
. \( •
it is p'enere lly necessary to borrow from
the bank.
Accounting System
The fact that forty-ei^ht out of
fifty-two fabricators, who answered the
questionnaire, operate a cost accounting
system shows that the members of this
industry realize that the cost system is
not a luxury, but that it is quite
necessary to the efficient management of
a business. Today, with competition as
keen as it is, it is essential to know just
what the costs are. Besides showing
whether a profit is made on a job, the
information compiled is an important
..
barometer for future estimating.
Some of the special features of the
systems in use included ’’overhead based
on direct labor/’ ’’overhead based on
production hours,” ’’monthly closing,”
’’daily tabulation with bi-monthly and
monthly check-up.” The feature of
monthly clos ing is very valuable,
because each month the management
knows whether a profit is made or not,
and does not have to wait until the
end of the year.
The advantages derived from a cost
system are many. Some of the principal
ones are ’’use in future estimating,”
’’accurate cost records on individual
.
contracts,'’ and ’’prompt reporting of
results." In this period of depression,
the cost system is indispensable, for
if a fabricator enters into competition
without knowing just how lov; he can bid
in order to make a nrofit, he is sure
to bid too low in his desire to get the
job. vrith a cost system, the management
knows the actual costs, and knows what
figure is the limit. dost systems are
not very expensive to operate, as most
fabricators staoe they require only one
or tuo clerks. Jhis expenditure is
certainly warranted by the number of
benefits derived from the cost records.
-*
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VII
VALUE
OF
THE
STUDY
*
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This survey of the structural steel
fabricating industry has shown the methods
and systems used by the various concerns,
and has also shown which are the most
common.
In comparing the different types of
organizations, it was found that the most
common form was the "functional" where the
expert advisers are given authority and
responsibility.
As to control methods used, some
concerns use the flexible budget, but not
many. If more concerns would adopt this
method of control, they would find it worth
while. Material control is used extensively,
while production control, labor control, and
master planning are less popular methods.
These last three methods are essential if
one wishes to increase efficiency.
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Very little research is done hy the
members of the steel fabricating industry.
While this may appear, on the surface, to
be a bad condition, it is not so, because
the American Institute of Steel Construction
operates a research department for the
benefit of the industry as a whole, and
has obtained some wonderful results.
The survey shows that many concerns
set up standards for factory operations and
labor, and see that these standards are
maintained by continuous inspection. The
personnel activities are fully explained
in the preceding chapter, and the marketing
policies in the second chapter.
The survey shows also that the steel
fabricators intend to be progressive in
adopting new and better machines and methods.
Although a machine may seem expensive, if it
will save its cost in a short time, it is
..
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well worth the investment. This fact seems
to he realized by the fabricators.
As to financing, the most popular
method is to finance all jobs out of the
company’s own funds. However, quite a num-
ber borrow from the banks on notes. This
practice seems to be necessary especially
in the peak of business, on account of the
early payments for labor and material, and
the long-term payments of the contractors.
Cost Accounting
While a few of the steel fabricators
do not have cost systems, and do not think
it is necessary, the survey shows that the
majority have some sort of cost accounting
system.
A cost system is not a luxury. While
it may be as simple or as elaborate as a
s
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business requires, it is quite, essential
to the proper conduct of the "business.
The following is a brief out! ine of
a specific order cost accounting system,
which with a few changes here and there,
could be adopted by anyone in the fabri-
cating business.
When a contract for work is received,
a job order is made out in the office.
This usually comsists of the original and
two carbons, all numbered consecutively.
The original is kept in the office for
filing purposes, the duplicate is sent in-
to the shop, and the triplicate can be
kept in the cost department, or filed away
numerically.
The information put on the order con-
sists of the date, name and address of gen-
eral contractor or purchaser, name and ad-
»-
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dress of the owners of the building, th&-
dcQjyeiydate promised, the work to be done,
and all other information that is necessary
for the execution of the contract. On the
copy that is retained in the office, the
figure at which the contract was taken
should appear, and any special terms that
have been made.
If possible, blueprints are sent with
the duplicate of the order to the fabri-
caring shop. If this is not possible, as
in the case of large contracts where seve-
ral draftsmen have to work on the drawings
for many months, the blueprints are sent
into the fabricating shop as the material
is required on the job.
Requisitions for material needed are
made out from the drawings. The best
method of controlling the material is to
keep a perpetual inventory record, which
is periodically checked up with the physical
“.
1
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inventory. Some concerns use a vis ible
index book, while others use a card file*
.Either method is practicable. There is a
card for each article. When it is purchased,
the date, purchaser’s name, quantity re-
ceived, unit price and amount are entered
from the invoice. If there is already a
balance on the card, the new item is added
to the old balance. As to the new unit
price, some use the "first-in first-out"
method, while others find the average price.
Either method should be followed consistent-
lv.
The requisitions for material are for-
warded to the stock-yard, and the proper
sections are later brought into the fabricating
shop for cutting, drilling, welding, rivet-
ing or whatever other work is necessary.
After the stock requisitions are filled, they
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are sent into the office and form part of
the cost system. They are priced from the
unit costs on the perpetual inventory re-
cords at the same time that they are en-
tered on the cards.
Another part of the cost system con-
sists of the time cards of each employee.
The exact amount of time spent on each job
is shown on these cards. An electric time
clock is valuable in keeping the correct
time records. The time cards are figured
by multiplying the amount of hours spent on
each job by the rate.
The three main factors that enter into
the cost of a contract are the labor, material
and expense. Labor and material are often
referred to as "overhead, n,’burden, " " indirect
expense," and "indirect costs." There are
two kinds of overhead - fixed and variable.
)
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Expenses that remain practically the
same over a year, such as taxes, rent, de-
preciation, and insurance, are fixed ex-
penses. Those which differ each month,
such as heat, light, salaries, telephone,
and indirect labor, are variable expenses.
Cost cards are made out from the office
copy of the order. Each card contains the
number of the job, the name of the purchaser,
and the date. Some concerns use two separate
cards, one for material and one for labor,
putting the summary of the costs on the back
of the card containing the labor. Other
companies use only one card or record, one
section containing the labor costs, and the
other section containing the material costs.
The labor costs are posted to the records
from the time cards. The number of the em-
ployee, the number of hours worked, and the
total amount are filled in on the card, un
the material side, the quantity (in pounds),
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the description of the material and the
amount are entered from the stock requisition
"blanks, after they have "been entered on the
perpetual inventory re cords.
Each day the material, direct expense
and labor costs are added to the cost cards,
and the total amount carried down. In this
way, the amount of labor and material fur-
nished to date on every job is known. When
the contract is completed, to the amount of
material and labor is added a certain figure
for factory overhead, and a figure for ad-
ministrative overhead. The difference be-
tween the total thus obtained and the contract
price gives the profit or loss on the entire
contract.
In r egard to the figure to be added for
the factory overhead, as shown in the results
obtained from the survey, there are different
methods of obtaining this figure. Some con-
cerns in this industry use the “direct labor**
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method, others the "production jt^ur"
method, while others use one of these and
add a price for tonnage. The "direct labor"
method seems to be the most popular. A cer-
tain percentage of the total amount of the
direct labor is added. This percentage is
arrived at by dividing the total amount of
the actual expenses for the period by the di-
rect labor for that period.
In the case of the "production hour"
basis, the actual expenses for the period
are divided b}r the number of production
hours in the period.
After the total of the material, labor
and overhead has been obtained, a certain
percentage of this is added to cover the ad-
ministrative burden. The administrative
burden is obtained by dividing the actual
administrative expenses by the total cost of
all sales for the year, this cost including
.-
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the material, labor and factory burden of
all the jobs billed during the period.
Although some concerns keep cost re-
cords which are entirely separate from their
other accounting, a cost system, tied up
with the general books is the best. A num-
ber of auxiliary books are, of course, necessary.
For the cost section, one book is needed for
the labor entries, another for the material
entries, and a.nother for the detail cost re-
capitulations. The general accounting books
may be the same as in any other business, -
the journals, general ledgers, accounts re-
ceivable ledger and accounts payable ledger.
The entries in the material ledger are
made each day from the stock requisitions after
they have been priced and extended. The Material
Account is credited and the Work in Process
Account is debited. When the labor information
is entered from the time cards, the Work in
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Process account is debited, and the Pay-
roll Accrued Account credited.
When material is purchased, an entry is
made in the general journal or voucher
register from the invoice. The Material
Account is debited and the Accounts Payable
Account credited. When a check is drawn for
payment of wages, "Payroll Accrued MAccount is
debited. At the end of each month the costs
of all jobs billed are entered, the amounts
including the material, labor and overhead.
The total amount for the month is credited to
Work in Process Account, and debited to the
various Cost of Sales Accounts, according to
the recapitulation.
Any direct expense items applying to a
specific job are charged on the cost re-
cords covering that job, and entered in the
purchase journal debiting Work in Process
and crediting Accounts Payable Account.
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A Reserve for .Factory Burden account
is credited each month for the specified per-
centage of the total direct labor for the
month (this figure is obtained from the payroll
journal where the time cards are entered daily),
and Work in Process account is debited. in this
way, Work in Process account is debited for
material, labor, direct expense, and overhead;
and it is credited for the cost of sales, which
is really completed v/ork, leaving the balance
representing the value of the work now in pro-
cess.
A reserve for Administrative Burden is
credited each month for the specified percentage
of the total cost of sales for the month, i’he
account debited is Administrative Cost of Sales.
In regard to the Reserve for Factory
Burden and Reserve for Administrative Burden
account, the actual expenses vary from the
amount reserved during the year, the difference
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is taken care of by accounts such as factory
Burden Unabsorbed, and Administrative Bur-
den Unabsorbed.
A:t the end of each month, entries are
made for the month* s portion of the year*s
fixed expenses, such as depreciation, taxes
and insurance. These entries mentioned above
cover all the special entries that are peculiar
to a simple cost accounting system.
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